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1. SUMMARY

1.1 I am Christopher Blackburn. I am employed as Planning Policy Team Leader

for Preston City Council, and have been employed by the Council in that or

other posts for 12 years. I have close to 18 years’ experience of planning policy,

development management and urban regeneration in various parts of

Lancashire and have been a Chartered Town Planner (MRTPI) since 2014.

1.2 My evidence is principally concerned with the Council’s housing requirement

and five year supply position; the status of the most important Development

Plan policies for determining these appeals; whether or not the “tilted balance”

as set out in Paragraph 11 of the Framework is engaged; and, the cumulative

impact of the six appeal sites in Goosnargh on the character of the village and

the spatial strategy for growth in the Development Plan.

Housing Requirement

1.3 In July 2018, and latterly February 2019, the Government published a revised

National Planning Policy Framework. The revised Framework introduced the

standard methodology as a means for local planning authorities to identify its

Local Housing Need (LHN) figure.

1.4 The Framework sets out a binary position for Councils: either the housing

requirement is taken from an adopted plan, or the standard method local

housing need (LHN) is used. Any uplift to the LHN is a matter for the emerging

Local Plan process.
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1.5 In July 2012 the Central Lancashire authorities adopted the Core Strategy. CS

Policy 4 contains the housing requirement for each of the Central Lancashire

authorities for the plan period.

1.6 In 2017 the Central Lancashire authorities undertook a Paragraph 73 and

Footnote 37 ‘review’ of the CS Policy 4 housing requirement, which ultimately

led to the approval of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU1).

1.7 MOU1 pre-dated the introduction of the revised Framework. The introduction

and refinement of the standard methodology in the 2018 and 2019 version of

the Framework introduced a new method to calculate local housing need; gave

way to a significantly lower local housing need for Preston solus and Central

Lancashire aggregated; and, a significantly different distribution of local

housing need across Central Lancashire.

1.8 The significant difference between the housing requirement in CS Policy 4(a)

and that generated by the standard method constitutes a significant change in

circumstances since the review in 2017, which renders CS Policy 4(a) out of

date. As the policy is out of date, it should not form the basis of the housing

land supply calculation and Preston have considerably more than a 5 year

housing land supply. Indeed, the Planning Court (Dove J in Wainhomes) held

that the Inspector’s decision in the Chain House Lane Inquiry - that the

significant difference between the housing requirement in CS Policy 4(a) and

that generated by the standard method was capable of amounting to a

significant change in circumstances, which renders CS Policy 4(a) out of date

for the purposes of the housing land supply calculation – was a planning

judgment which was properly reached and which was properly reasoned. This

was a planning judgment which was reasonably open to her based upon a

correct interpretation of the PPG. I therefore consider that a planning judgment

can and should be exercised considering whether (in the light of the
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Framework/NPPG) CS Policy 4(a) is out of date for the purposes of the housing

land supply calculation. My planning judgment is that CS Policy 4(a) is out of

date.

Housing Land Supply Position

1.9 Against a local housing need over the period October 2020 to October 2025 of

1,313 net additional homes, the Council can currently demonstrate a 13.6 year

supply of deliverable housing land. This is a very healthy land supply. There

is no requirement for greenfield sites outside settlement boundaries, especially

in lower order settlements, to meet this requirement now or prior to a new Local

Plan being adopted.

Development Plan (Most Important Policies)

1.10 The most important policies for determining the appeals are:

Central Lancashire Core Strategy

Policy 1: Locating Growth

Policy 4: Housing Delivery

Policy 17: Design of New Buildings (in relation to Appeal F only)

Preston Local Plan 2012-2026 (Site Allocations & Development Management

Policies)

Policy EN1: Development in the Open Countryside
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1.11 The main purpose of CS Policy 4 is to establish the housing requirement for the

Central Lancashire authorities alongside the monitoring arrangements and

reasons why a review of land release may be triggered. CS Policy 4(a)

specifically is in direct conflict with the Framework and given that is the main

purpose of the policy, when read as a whole, it is out of date. CS Policy 4

attracts no weight in the determination of these appeals.

1.12 CS Policy 1 does not give rise to any inconsistency with any specific part of the

Framework, or the Framework taken as a whole. CS Policy 1 attracts full

statutory weight in the determination of these appeals.

1.13 CS Policy 17 does not give rise to conflict with any specific part of the

Framework, or the Framework taken as a whole. CS Policy 17 attracts full

statutory weight in the determination of Appeal F.

1.14 Policy EN1 does not give rise to any inconsistency with any specific part of the

Framework, or the Framework taken as a whole. Policy EN1 is entirely

consistent with the spatial strategy for growth contained within CS Policy 1,

which in turn accords with Framework. Policy EN1 attracts full statutory weight

in the determination of these appeals.

Whether the “Tilted Balance” Is Engaged

1.15 Against the current local housing need figure of 250 net additional dwellings per

year, at 1st October 2020 the Council can demonstrate a 13.6 year supply of

deliverable housing land. For reasons which relate to housing land supply,

the “tilted balance” is therefore clearly not engaged.
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1.16 From the “basket” of most important policies, the Council’s position is that whilst

CS Policy 4 should be considered as out of date, certainly for the purposes of

establishing the Council’s housing requirement, CS Policy 1, CS Policy 17 and

Policy EN1 of the Local Plan are not out of date. None of the policies give rise

to a conflict with a specific part of the Framework, or the Framework when taken

as a whole.

1.17 Considering the “basket” as a whole (per Dove J in Wavendon), only one of

the three most important Development Plan policies for determining Appeals A,

B, C, D, E and G is out of date, and only one of the four most important

Development Plan policies for determining Appeal F is out of date. The policies

which are not out of date include policies which go to the heart of the principle

of the developments proposed by the appeals. Accordingly, the “tilted balance”

is not engaged for the purposes of determining these appeals.

1.18 If the “tilted balance” applies for reasons not connected to five year supply, it is

considered that CS Policy 1, CS Policy 17 and Policy EN1 would continue to

attract significant weight in the application of the “tilted balance”. In the

presence of a 13.6 year supply of deliverable housing land, and in the

knowledge that in using the standard methodology local housing need figure

the level of housing growth in Preston, and aggregated across Central

Lancashire, is lower than that contained within the out of date CS Policy 4, the

weight to be attributed to CS Policy 1, CS Policy 17 and Policy EN1 is not

materially different in a “tilted balance” scenario to a standard, or “flat” Planning

Balance scenario.

Cumulative Impact

1.19 Currently the village of Goosnargh remains contained by the three main roads

of Goosnargh Lane in the north, Whittingham Lane in the south and the curved
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spine road of Church Lane linking the two and extending north to the Church

and the cluster of buildings which form the historic core to the north east of the

village.

1.20 At the time of the last census the population of the village was recorded as

1,072 residents. Within the settlement boundary of Goosnargh as defined on

the Policies Map of the Local Plan there are currently 532 dwellings.

1.21 In totality, the appeal proposals incorporate 557 dwellings adjacent to the

existing village. Cumulatively, if allowed, the appeal proposals would,

simultaneously, represent a 105% increase in the number of dwellings within

the village. Essentially they would double the size of the village. Working on a

nationally assumed rate of 2.4 people per household the appeal proposals,

cumulatively, could (again simultaneously) add a potential 1,337 residents to

the population of the village. This, based on the last census count would

represent a 125% increase to the existing population of the village.

1.22 Cumulatively, the appeals propose a scale of development which is entirely at

odds with the scale of the current village; fail to pay regard to the historic natural

and organic growth of the village; and, would represent unsustainable,

unplanned growth which would erode the sense of place and character of the

village to the extent that it would be irreversibly damaged. This is the antithesis

of the plan-led approach and contrary to the spatial strategy contained in CS

Policy 1. This is a fundamental conflict with the Development Plan as a whole.

1.23 The level of cumulative growth proposed by the appeal sites should be

considered through a plan-making process which takes full account of

sustainable patterns of growth, the cumulative impacts of developments, the

needs of residents and communities and the availability for the right land in the

right places to deliver a spatial strategy which is in the best interests of all.
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2. INTRODUCTION

2.1 I am Christopher Blackburn. I am employed as Planning Policy Team Leader

for Preston City Council, and have been employed by the Council in that or

other posts for 12 years. I have close to 18 years’ experience of planning policy,

development management and urban regeneration in various parts of

Lancashire and have been a Chartered Town Planner (MRTPI) since 2014.

2.2 I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Geography and a Master of Science

degree in Environmental Planning.

2.3 I have significant experience of the matters to be addressed at this inquiry

having participated in the Examination in Public for both the Core Strategy in

2011 and 2012, the Local Plan in 2014, and the production of both MOU1 and

MOU2. Further I gave evidence to the Cardwell Farm1 public inquiry in February

2021 on the principle matters to be addressed at this inquiry.

2.4 My evidence is concerned with:

 the Council’s housing requirement and five year supply position, with

reference to Paragraphs 60, 73 and 74 of the National Planning Policy

Framework (subsequently referred to as the “Framework”) and the

recent appeal decision at Cardwell Farm;

 the status of the most important Development Plan policies for

determining these appeals and the weight to be attributed to the same;

 the status of CS Policy MP and Local Plan Policy V1 which enshrine the

fundamentals of the presumption in favour of sustainable development

(subsequently referred to as the “tilted balance”);

 whether or not the “tilted balance”  as set out in Paragraph 11 of the

Framework is engaged for the purposes of these appeals;

1 CD HB23: APP/N2345/W/20/3258889 Land at Cardwell Farm, Garstang Road, Barton, Preston, PR3
5DR
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 the weight to be attributed to the most important Development Plan

policies in the alternative i.e. should the Inspector conclude (contrary to

the LPA's case) that the tilted balance is engaged for housing land

supply reasons or otherwise; and,

 the cumulative impact of the six appeal sites in Goosnargh on the

character of the village and the spatial strategy for growth in the

Development Plan.

2.5 This proof of evidence should be read in conjunction with those of James

Mercer and Ben Sandover for the purposes of site specific details, compliance

of the appeal proposals with the Development Plan or otherwise, as well as

information pertaining to the location of the appeal sites with reference to the

spatial strategy in the Development Plan, and the overall Planning Balance

incorporating the weight to be attributed to all material considerations in the

consideration of the appeals.

2.6 This proof of evidence should also be read in conjunction with that of Dr Michael

Bullock (Arc4 Ltd) which addresses all matters relating to affordable housing

need, demand and supply.

Statement of Truth

2.7 The content contained within this proof is true to the best of my knowledge. In

submitting this proof, I confirm that I have complied with my professional

requirements as set out in the Royal Town Planning Institute Code of

Professional Conduct, which require me to act with competence, honesty and

integrity, and exercise independent professional judgement at all times.
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3. HOUSING REQUIREMENT

3.1 This section of my proof addresses the appropriate housing requirement which

I consider should be used in assessing the five year supply position at the

current time.

National Planning Policy Framework

3.2 In July 2018, and latterly February 2019, the Government published a revised

National Planning Policy Framework. The revised Framework introduced the

standard methodology as a means for local planning authorities to identify its

Local Housing Need (LHN) figure. The standard methodology formula

calculates local housing need based on an authority’s forward looking (ten year)

household growth projections (published by the Office for National Statistics) to

establish a baseline, to which an affordability adjustment based on a house

price to earnings ratio specific to each authority, is then applied.

3.3 Paragraph 59 and 60 of the Framework introduce the Government policy for

delivering a sufficient supply of housing. The paragraphs state:

“59. To support the government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply
of homes, it is important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come
forward where it is needed, that the needs of groups with specific housing
requirements are addressed and that land with planning permission is
developed without unnecessary delay.”

“60. To determine the minimum number of homes needed, strategic policies
should be informed by a local housing need assessment, conducted using the
standard method in national planning guidance – unless exceptional
circumstances justify an alternative approach which also reflects current and
future demographic trends and market signals. In addition to the local housing
need figure, any needs that cannot be met within neighbouring areas should
also be taken into account in establishing the amount of housing to be planned
for.”
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3.4 Paragraph 73 of the Framework states:

“… Local planning authorities should identify and update annually a supply of
specific deliverable sites sufficient to provide a minimum of 5 years’ worth of
housing against their housing requirement set out in adopted strategic policies
[see fn 36], or against their local housing need where the strategic policies are
more than 5 years old [see fn 37]. The supply of specific deliverable sites should
in addition include a buffer (moved forward from later in the plan period) of:

(a) 5% to ensure choice and competition in the market for land; or

(b) 10% where the local planning authority wishes to demonstrate a 5 year
supply of deliverable sites through an annual position statement or recently
adopted plan, to account for any fluctuations in the market during that year; or

(c) 20% where there has been significant under delivery of housing over the
previous 3 years, to improve the prospect of achieving the planned supply.”

3.5 Footnote 37 to Paragraph 73 of the Framework reads:

“Unless these strategic policies have been reviewed and found not to require
updating. Where local housing need is used as the basis for assessing whether
a five year supply of specific deliverable sites exists, it should be calculated
using the standard method set out in national planning guidance.”

3.6 The Framework sets out a binary position in this respect: either the housing

requirement is taken from an adopted plan, or the standard method local

housing need is used. The glossary definition of local housing need is clear that

in a decision-making context this should be derived from the application of the

standard method in National Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). The

Framework does not address every potential planning judgment which might

be required in the determination of a planning application. It is not intended to.

It does not specifically address a situation where a policy (in this case CS Policy

4(a)) might be out of date. I consider that in this situation, the decision-maker

must exercise a planning judgment on whether the policy is out of date. This is

not specifically mandated by the Framework but nor is it precluded in this case

by Paragraph 73 and Footnote 37. This approach – requiring a planning

judgment to consider whether CS Policy 4(a) is out of date for the purpose of

calculating housing land supply – is consistent with elementary planning
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principle, the judgment of Lindblom J2 in Bloor Homes and the judgment of

Dove J3 in Wainhomes.

National Planning Practice Guidance

3.7 The PPG on housing supply and delivery provides advice on the calculation of

the five year housing land supply - see PPG 68, especially PPG 68-005, which

sets out what housing requirement LPA’s should use when calculating five year

housing land supply. This part of the PPG reflects the provisions of Paragraph

73 and Footnote 37 of the Framework. The PPG on plan-making provides

advice on plan reviews. The PPG on housing and economic development

needs assessments sets out the mechanics of assessing housing need.

3.8 PPG Paragraph 61-062 is referred to in the judgment of Dove J in Wainhomes.

Dove J concluded that (whilst other conclusions might reasonably be reached

by other Inspectors as a matter of planning judgment), the conclusion the

Inspector reached – that there had been a significant change pursuant to the

PPG arising from the introduction of the standard method – was a planning

judgment reasonably open to her based upon a correct interpretation of the

PPG and therefore the Inspector was entitled to conclude that CS Policy 4(a)

was out of date (see Paragraph 45 of the judgement). The relevant part of the

PPG referred to in the judgment (at Paragraph 14) in the section on plan

making, states (with my emphases):

“How often should a plan or policies be reviewed?

To be effective plans need to be kept up-to-date. The National Planning Policy
Framework states policies in local plans and spatial development strategies,
should be reviewed to assess whether they need updating at least once every
5 years, and should then be updated as necessary.

Under regulation 10A of The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended) local planning authorities must

2 CD HC9: [2014] EWHC 754 (Admin)
3 CD HC1: [2020] EWHC 2994 (Admin)
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review local plans, and Statements of Community Involvement at least once
every 5 years from their adoption date to ensure that policies remain relevant
and effectively address the needs of the local community. Most plans are likely
to require updating in whole or in part at least every 5 years. Reviews should
be proportionate to the issues in hand. Plans may be found sound
conditional upon a plan update in whole or in part within 5 years of the date of
adoption. Where a review was undertaken prior to publication of the Framework
(27 July 2018) but within the last 5 years, then that plan will continue to
constitute the up-to-date plan policies unless there have been significant
changes as outlined below.

There will be occasions where there are significant changes in circumstances
which may mean it is necessary to review the relevant strategic policies earlier
than the statutory minimum of 5 years, for example, where new cross-boundary
matters arise. Local housing need will be considered to have changed
significantly where a plan has been adopted prior to the standard method
being implemented, on the basis of a number that is significantly below
the number generated using the standard method, or has been subject to a
cap where the plan has been adopted using the standard method. This is to
ensure that all housing need is planned for a quickly as reasonably possible.”

3.9 This makes clear that a) the process of review of policies to consider whether

they require updating is different from the process of updating policies

themselves; b) that a review does not need to include all plan policies; c) that

the requirement is to review policies at least every five years, but a review could

well happen at a lower interval; and, most importantly, d) and that a change in

circumstances – such as a significant change in the local housing need – may

trigger a review. I consider that the PPG plainly considers that there can be

second or subsequent reviews (hence the reference to “at least” every 5 years).

There is no prescription on the nature of the review, provided it is proportionate.

The LPA are therefore given a wide discretion in the timing and process by

which the review is undertaken. Further, I consider that this paragraph is

entirely consistent with the exercise of a planning judgment, to consider

whether CS Policy 4(a) is out of date, as the basis for a five year housing land

supply calculation. Indeed, Dove J did not find there to be any such

inconsistency.
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Development Plan Housing Requirement

3.10 In July 2012, Preston City Council, South Ribble Borough Council and Chorley

Council (subsequently referred to as the “Central Lancashire authorities”)

adopted the Central Lancashire Core Strategy (subsequently referred to as the

“Core Strategy” or “CS”).

3.11 The Core Strategy represents the strategic development plan for the Central

Lancashire authorities. All three authorities subsequently adopted Site

Allocations & Development Management Policies Local Plans in 2015 (the

Preston Local Plan 2012-2026 was adopted in July 2015 and will be

subsequently referred to as the “Local Plan”), all were in general conformity

with the Core Strategy and did not revisit the fundamentals of Core Strategy

policy, such as the housing requirement. I understand that this approach is

consistent with decisions of the Planning Court. It means that the Preston

housing requirement was not the subject of any further assessment/analysis in

the adoption of the Local Plan. Rather, it applied the Core Strategy housing

requirement without further analysis.

3.12 CS Policy 4 contains the housing requirement for each of the Central

Lancashire authorities for the plan period. It provides a consistent basis for the

provision of housing across the Housing Market Area (HMA). CS Policy 4

provides for a minimum of 507 net additional homes per annum in Preston and

417 net additional homes per annum in both South Ribble and Chorley. CS

Policy 4 also outlines the approach to monitoring housing delivery; the need to

ensure a five year supply of deliverable housing land; the brownfield land

development target; and, the approach to ensuring the availability of medium

and longer term housing land. The policy wording states:

“Provide for and manage the delivery of new housing by:

(a) Setting and applying minimum requirements as follows:
Preston 507 dwellings pa
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South Ribble 417 dwellings pa

Chorley 417 dwellings pa

with prior under-provision of 702 dwellings also being made up over the
remainder of the plan period equating to a total of 22,158 dwellings over
the 2010-2026 period.

(b) Keeping under review housing delivery performance on the basis of
rolling 3 year construction levels. If, over the latest 3 year review period,
any targets relating to housing completions or the use of brownfield are
missed by more than minus 20%, the phasing of uncommitted sites will
be adjusted as appropriate to achieve a better match and/or other
appropriate management actions taken; provided this would not
adversely impact on existing housing or markets within or outside the
Plan area.

(c) Ensuring there is enough deliverable land suitable for house building
capable of providing a continuous forward looking 5 year supply in each
district from the start of each annual monitoring period and in locations
that are in line with the Policy 1, the brownfield target (of 70% of all new
housing) and suitable for developments that will provide the range and
mix of house types necessary to meet the requirements of the Plan area.

(d) Ensuring that sufficient housing land is identified for the medium term
by identifying in Site Allocations Documents a further supply of specific,
developable sites for housing and in the longer term by identifying
specific developable sites or broad locations for future growth.”

3.13 The Core Strategy explains that the housing requirements contained in CS

Policy 4 are extracted from the North West Regional Spatial Strategy (RS),

adopted in September 2008. Indeed the Core Strategy states that the RS “sets

out housing requirements for each authority, informed partly by future

household projections as well as optimistic future economic growth

assumptions”4.

3.14 To clarify this point, prior to 2010 housing requirements were set out through

regional spatial strategies. In my experience these identified housing need at a

regional level. The distribution of development to individual local authorities was

then driven by the ‘spatial strategy’ adopted, as opposed to the authority’s

assessed housing need. In this case, the RS was based on 2003 household

4 CD HA1: Central Lancashire Core Strategy (July 2012), Paragraph 8.4
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projections (HHP), which were based on population trends over the preceding

five years (1998-2003). The 2003 HHP for Preston was 401 dwellings per

annum (dpa). It was uplifted to 507 dpa, as a result of a “policy on” manual re-

distribution of housing across the north-west, in accordance with the spatial

strategy of the RS.

3.15 At that time, national policy was set out in Planning Policy Statement 3: Housing

(PPS3) – Paragraph 33. This required RS’s to set out the level of overall

housing provision in the region; and the distribution of this amongst constituent

housing market and LPA areas.

3.16 The Core Strategy goes on to state that the housing requirement figure

contained within the RS pre-dates the global economic downtown which started

at the end of 2007, and the consequential severe impact on housing delivery

throughout the country.

3.17 Indeed the Core Strategy clearly outlines the uncertainties in assessing housing

need at the time, referencing both the 2006-based and 2008-based household

projections the former of which was higher than the RS requirement, and the

latter lower.

3.18 Despite these uncertainties the RS represented the Development Plan housing

requirement which the Core Strategy should base itself on. The evidence which

underpinned the housing requirements contained within the RS is fixed from a

baseline date of April 2003, almost 18 years ago. It is very considerably out of

date and altered by a spatial strategy in a Plan (RS) which was finally revoked

eight years ago (in 2013).

3.19 As a consequence, upon adoption of the Core Strategy in 2012, and despite

the plan period for the Core Strategy being from 2010 to 2026, the housing
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requirement of 507 dpa for Preston City Council took effect from April 2003. As

such, the Council’s housing delivery was, in effect, being measured against the

RS requirement 5 years before the RS was adopted and 9 years before the

Core Strategy was adopted.

3.20 By the time the Core Strategy was adopted in 2012, the Council already had an

undersupply of 803 net additional homes, having managed to deliver 3,253 net

additional homes by April 20115. This undersupply was compounded by low

levels of housing delivery associated with the economic downtown in the years

immediately following the adoption of the Core Strategy.

3.21 In May 2013, less than 12 months after the adoption of the Core Strategy, the

RS was abolished by Government and immediately became obsolete. The

housing requirement contained within CS Policy 4 however remained, given the

policy had only recently been adopted.

3.22 The evidence given by Nick Ireland to the recent Chain House Lane public

inquiry in South Ribble contains useful further analysis of the CS Policy 4

housing requirement and RS, at paragraphs 5.38 to 5.51 of his proof6. I am in

agreement with this commentary and therefore refer the Inspector to it rather

than repeat it here.

2012 Framework

3.23 The Government indicated its intention to revoke Regional Spatial Strategies in

2010, and finally revoked the Regional Spatial Strategy for the North West in

April 2013.

5 CD HA1: Central Lancashire Core Strategy (July 2012) Table 3, Page 69
6 CD HA25: Proof of Evidence of Nick Ireland to Chain House Lane Public Inquiry (March 2021)
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3.24 The Government published the 1st edition of the NPPF in March 2012.

Paragraph 47 set out that “to boost significantly the supply of housing, local

planning authorities should use their evidence base to ensure that their Local

Plan meets the full, objectively assessed need for market and affordable

housing in the housing market area, as far as is consistent with the policies set

out in this Framework …”.

3.25 The assessment of Objectively Assessed Need (OAN) utilised the latest official

household growth projections with adjustments made to take account of further

demographic evidence, trends or forecasts in employment growth and evidence

form market signals on affordable housing need. It is worthy of note that this

approach fundamentally differs from that envisaged by the RS, in particular that

the assessment of OAN is on a “policy-off” basis, whereas the RS captured

both pure needs and policy/environmental constraints. I understand that this

issue has been comprehensively addressed by the Court of Appeal in the

Hunston7 case and in the Gallagher8 case.

3.26 In recognition of the fact that a) the RS had been revoked and that the housing

requirement in CS Policy 4 was based on household projections from 2003,

and b) a different process for calculating OAN had been established in the 2012

Framework, the Central Lancashire authorities, by 2016, became increasingly

concerned as to the reliability of the housing requirement contained within CS

Policy 4 and the extent to which it represented an up-to-date OAN in Central

Lancashire. In preparation for a wider review of the Development Plan, the

Central Lancashire authorities commissioned GL Hearn in 2016 to undertake a

Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA). The SHMA was undertaken

using the methodology contained within the Framework (2012) and PPG

(2014). This included a step (step 2) which required an analysis of economic

forecasts. This step has been intentionally removed in the standard

methodology (2018).

7 CD HC11: [2013] EWCA Civ 1610
8 CD HC10: [2014] EWHC 1283 (Admin)
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3.27 In September 2017, the SHMA9 was published by the Central Lancashire

authorities. The base date for the SHMA was April 2014. The SHMA found that

whilst there were substantial variances in the distribution to each individual

authority across Central Lancashire, there was not a significant difference

between the up-to-date aggregated OAN and the housing requirement

contained within CS Policy 4 i.e. the housing requirement across the HMA.

Table 1 shows, for comparison, both the CS Policy 4 housing requirement and

the September 2017 SHMA OAN, from a base date of April 2014, for each of

the Central Lancashire authorities. As can be seen in the table, the SHMA

aggregated OAN exceeded the CS Policy 4 aggregated requirement by only 20

net additional dwellings per annum at the HMA level. It is important to stress

that the SHMA identified a range of scenarios which the Central Lancashire

authorities could take in its assessment of the OAN, the figures in Table 1

represent the higher figures from each relevant scenario, which represented

the decision taken by the Central Lancashire authorities at the time.

Table 1: CS Policy 4 Housing Requirement/SHMA Objectively Assessed Need Comparison

CS Policy 4

Requirement

%

Distribution

SHMA OAN

(April 2014)

%

Distribution

Numerical

Swing

Preston 507 38% 402 30% -105

South

Ribble
417 31% 440 32% +23

Chorley 417 31% 519 38% +102

Total 1,341 1,361 -20

3.28 As a result, the Central Lancashire authorities agreed that the most pragmatic

solution at that time would be to retain the housing requirement figures and

distribution set out in CS Policy 4, rather than to proceed to a partial update of

the Core Strategy on this point alone. Pending a full statutory review of the Core

Strategy and individual Local Plans, this approach was intended to ensure that

9 CD HA12: Central Lancashire Strategic Housing Market Assessment, 2017
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housing needs across Central Lancashire (based on an up to date objective

assessment in accordance with national policy) would still be met.

2017 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU1)

3.29 The decision to retain the housing requirement figures and distribution was

taken by the Central Lancashire authorities in the form of a Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU1)10. MOU1 was formally approved in October 2017 and

confirmed a commitment to the housing requirements and distribution

contained within CS Policy 4 until either there had been a new review (in no

less than 3 years) and/or new evidence emerged which renders the review and

MOU 1 out of date, depending on which of these were to occur first

chronologically. As I will come on to in due course, the Council accepts that for

the purposes of Paragraph 73 and Footnote 37 of the Framework, this was a

‘review’ which concluded that CS Policy 4 did not require updating. This is

consistent with the Judgment of Dove J in Wainhomes.

3.30 The agreement contained within MOU1 was as follows:

“Chorley Borough Council, Preston City Council and South Ribble
Borough Council agree:

(a) To continue until the adoption of a replacement local plan to apply
the housing requirements set out in the Joint Central Lancashire Core
Strategy Policy 4, i.e.

Chorley: 417 dwellings per annum

Preston: 507 dwellings per annum

South Ribble: 417 dwellings per annum.

(b) That there is no requirement for each local planning authority to
meets its identified individual Objectively Assessed Need for housing
where higher in view of this agreement and the longstanding and
continuing joint working between the Councils.

10 CD HA22: Joint Memorandum of Understanding and Statement of Co-operation relating to the
Provision of Housing Land (MOU1) – October 2017
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(c) To continue the existing monitoring arrangements for the Central
Lancashire Core Strategy and individual local plans to confirm that the
MOU is delivering as intended.”

3.31 Section 7 of MOU1 reads:

“The document will be reviewed no less that every three years and will
be reviewed when new evidence that renders this MOU out of date
emerges.”

3.32 Clearly therefore two distinct conclusions can be drawn from this analysis of

MOU1 and the work that took place up to its conclusion in October 2017. Firstly,

MOU1 was time limited, its purpose was to provide a ‘stop-gap’ position, which

maintained the status quo, until a review had taken place. Secondly, that it

would be superseded by either: (i) a change in evidence of circumstances which

renders it out of date (such as a change to national policy, especially where that

resulted in a new figure for Local Housing Need) or (ii) a subsequent review

process, undertaken in the three years after publication of MOU1. The three

year period has now expired (in October 2020).

3.33 At this stage it appears useful to set out what the Central Lancashire authorities

envisaged would be the implications of entering into MOU1 following the

evidence on OAN contained within the 2017 SHMA, employing the

methodology (then) contained in the Framework and accompanying PPG. As I

have stated already, the base date for the OAN calculations contained within

the 2017 SHMA was April 2014, eleven years after the base date for the

housing requirement contained within CS Policy 4. The housing requirement

had therefore been re-based to April 2014 and there is, therefore, no

excess/deficit to consider prior to April 2014. On that basis, the aggregated

Central Lancashire OAN at April 2014 is not significantly different to the

aggregated CS Policy 4 housing requirement based on RS (across the HMA as

a whole). All housing delivery performance in the eleven year intervening period

(2003-2014) has been taken into account. Indeed if, in light of the OAN

contained in the 2017 SHMA, the Central Lancashire authorities were to
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continue to adhere to the CS Policy 4 requirement and factor in housing delivery

performance in the eleven year intervening period, an issue of double counting

would occur such that, if an undersupply existed the Central Lancashire

authorities would be requiring much more than the up-to-date OAN being met,

and conversely if an oversupply existed the Central Lancashire authorities

might not be meeting their up-to-date OAN.

3.34 This is clear as a matter of approach and logic but is also clear from the Report

Officers took to Cabinet at Preston in September 201711 seeking approval for

Preston to enter into MOU1. Paragraph 3.14 of that Report deals with this

precise point (the emphases are mine):

“3.14 Signing a Memorandum of Understanding does have benefits for Preston
in that it will enable the current overall development strategy to be maintained,
which is important for the delivery of City Deal. Requiring each authority to meet
its own need would refocus development more towards Chorley and may lead
to unplanned development in the south of the Central Lancashire area.
Agreeing the Memorandum of Understanding and publishing the SHMA
would also enable any backlog in housing provision prior to the SHMA
base date of 2014 to be removed from the housing requirement going
forward and would improve the five year supply position.’

3.35 The Central Lancashire authorities considered, at the time, that entering into

MOU1 ‘reset’ the CS Policy 4 housing requirement to a base date of April 2014

from April 2003, as any excess/backlog was factored into the updated OAN

calculations in the 2017 SHMA. It is my firm view that if weight is to be attributed

to the 2017 SHMA housing requirement analysis, it is only right and proper to

accept that the historic backlog in delivery prior to April 2014 is disregarded, as

intended. I will return to this issue below.

11 CD HA23: Preston City Council Cabinet Report ‘Central Lancashire Strategic Housing Market
Assessment & Memorandum of Understanding’, 19 September 2017
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2018/2019 Framework and the Standard Method

3.36 The Government’s intention in introducing the standard method can be found

in the 2017 Housing White Paper12 (especially at paragraph 1.12). The

standard methodology was intended to be a significantly different methodology

which would yield significantly different results across the country, to address

issues of expense, delay and transparency in the use of contested SHMA’s,

employing the Framework (2012) methodology. It was intended to be more

realistic and sought to focus development in the right locations. It is quite clear

that the standard methodology was to be used as the basis for five year housing

land supply calculations.

3.37 The introduction of the standard method from 2018 represents a further

significant change in the calculation of housing need. The Framework now

contains no reference to housing market areas as a building block for assessing

housing need and (intentionally) does not require analysis of economic

forecasts. Instead of the 2012 Framework and accompanying PPG approach

of calculating OAN, the standard method approach is now in place which the

Government intends to be a simpler, quicker and more transparent process,

applicable at the LPA level. The standard method dispenses with the need for

time consuming and expensive demographic analysis and evidence.

3.38 The standard method takes household growth as a starting point and then

applies a percentage uplift based on the median house price-to-income ratio.

This uplift is capped in some circumstances, depending on the age of the

current local plan. The Government then introduced a 4th step in late 2020

which applies a further 35% uplift in the urban local authorities in the top 20

cities and urban centres across England. This however has no material effect

in Central Lancashire. This is a significantly different methodology from the

RS/PPS3, which underpinned CS Policy 4(a), and Framework (2012) which

12 CD HA27: Fixing our Broken Housing Market, 2017
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formed the basis of the SHMA (2017) and the review of CS Policy 4. The

Framework (2018/19) has therefore brought in a significant change since the

review of CS Policy 4(a) in 2017.

3.39 As I have set out, the Framework sets out a binary position in a decision-making

context: either the housing requirement is taken from an adopted plan, or the

standard method local housing need is used. The Framework Glossary

definition of LHN is clear that in a decision-making context the local housing

need should be derived from the application of the standard method in the PPG.

Issues such as whether provision above the standard method LHN should be

made, through a justified alternative approach, are for the plan-making process.

3.40 The introduction of the standard methodology to calculate LHN represents a

significant change in circumstances, which should inform a planning judgment

on whether CS Policy 4(a) is out of date for the purposes of the five year

housing land supply calculation. The introduction of the standard methodology

represents a fundamentally different approach and one which cannot be

ignored. The Framework still seeks to boost significantly the supply of housing,

but it is now the standard methodology which is the means to deliver such a

significant boost.

3.41 Indeed the precise issue of the introduction of the standard methodology as a

significant change in circumstances was considered and summarised by Mr

Justice Dove in the High Court judgement in Wainhomes (North West)

Limited -v- Secretary of State for Housing Communities and Local

Government & South Ribble Borough Council13 concerning the Secretary of

State’s decision to dismiss an appeal and refuse outline planning permission

for 100 dwellings. Mr Justice Dove held that the standard methodology is part

and parcel of the Framework’s policies to boost significantly the supply of

housing. The LHN figure is to be seen as a minimum need to be used in the

13 CD HC1: [2020] EWHC 2294 (Admin)
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calculation of the five year housing land supply (see Framework Paragraph 73).

It is not the housing requirement figure per se, which would be considered

further through the emerging local plan process.

3.42 Paragraph 4 of the judgment identifies the important issue as being the question

of whether or not the LPA could demonstrate a five year housing land supply.

Paragraphs 5, 6, 12, 13-15, 18, 33 and 39 demonstrate that the question of

whether CS Policy 4(a) was out of date went precisely to the issue of the

calculation of five year supply. Indeed, it did not go to any other issue. In that

context, paragraphs 42 and 43 of the judgement address Ground 3, which is of

central relevance to this Appeal:

“42. Turning to ground 3, it needs to be borne in mind that the passage from
the PPG in relation to the need to review plans when there has been a
significant change arose in the context of the arguments about whether or not
Core Strategy Policy 4(a) was out of date and, in particular, was relied upon in
paragraph 37 of the decision as one of the reasons for the Inspector’s
conclusion that Core Strategy Policy 4(a) was out of date. Whilst it is fair to
observe that the only significant change specifically instanced in the PPG is
where a housing requirement is found to be significantly below the number
generated using the standard method, in my view this passage of the PPG
needs to be read purposefully and as a whole. The third paragraph of the
passage of guidance makes clear that a plan will continue to be treated
as up to date “unless there have been significant changes as outlined
below”. The following paragraph provides some examples where there may
have been significant change but, as Mr Cannock points out, the question of
whether or not there has been a significant change warranting a review of
the plan on the basis that it is not up to date is not curtailed or
circumscribed by the contents of the final paragraph.

43. There may be many material changes in the planning circumstances
of a local authority’s area which would properly render their existing plan
policies out of date and in need of whole or partial review. I am unable to
accept Mr Fraser’s submission that it is impermissible to regard the
emergence of a local housing need figure which is greatly reduced from
that in an extant development plan policy as having the potential to
amount to a significant change. Whilst he is entitled to point to the wider
national planning policy context of boosting significantly the supply of housing
land, as Mr Cannock points out in his submissions, the use of the standard
method to derive local housing need is part and parcel of the Framework’s
policies to achieve that objective. Moreover, the question of whether or not
any change in circumstances is significant is one which has to be taken
on the basis of not only the salient facts of the case, but also other
national and local planning policy considerations which may be involved.
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In short, in my view, the language of the PPG and its proper interpretation
did not constrain the Inspector and preclude her from reaching the
conclusion that she did, namely that the significant difference between
the housing requirement in Core Strategy Policy 4(a) and that generated
by the standard method was capable of amounting to a significant change
rendering Core Strategy Policy 4(a) out of date. That was a planning
judgment which she was entitled to reach and was properly reasoned in her
conclusions.”

3.43 In summary, Mr Justice Dove held that that the issue of whether or not there

had been a significant change warranting a review of the plan is not curtailed

or circumscribed by the circumstances in PPG. He was unable to accept Mr

Fraser’s submission that it is impermissible to regard the emergence of a local

housing need figure which is greatly reduced from that in the extant

development plan policy as having the potential to amount to a significant

change. He found that the use of the standard method local housing need is

part and parcel to the Framework’s policies to boost significantly the supply of

housing land. He therefore upheld the appeal decision on Ground 3.

Importantly, this meant that the Claim also could not succeed on Ground 1. Mr

Justice Dove therefore upheld the Inspector's conclusion that CS Policy

4 was out of date. It was a planning judgment which was properly

reasoned and which the Inspector was entitled to make. This issue has

been addressed and there is no reason to reach a contrary planning judgment

at a subsequent appeal. It means that Paragraph 73 and Footnote 37 does not

preclude the exercise of a planning judgment considering whether CS Policy

4(a) is out of date, as a result of a significant change in circumstances since the

review in 2017. I consider this judgment to be a material consideration of

significant weight in the determination of these appeals. It is consistent with

Bloor Homes paragraph 45 (above).

3.44 Whether CS Policy 4(a) is out of date is not, therefore, answered by Paragraph

73. This is an issue which requires a planning judgment. At paragraph 45 of the

judgment, Dove J held that the Inspector’s conclusion (at paragraph 37(iii)) that

there had been a significant change (pursuant to the PPG) arising from the
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introduction of the standard method and that was a planning judgment which

was “reasonably open” to the Planning Inspector based upon a correct

interpretation of the PPG. The Judge accepted that other planning judgments

may be reached reasonably by other Inspectors but the Judge held that the

Inspector “was entitled to conclude that Core Strategy Policy 4(a) was out of

date”.

3.45 As previously stated, the Core Strategy was adopted in July 2012, and is

therefore now almost 9 years old. Whilst MOU1 pre-dates the revisions to the

Framework originally published in July 2018, I acknowledge that the process

the Central Lancashire authorities undertook in entering into MOU1 was a

‘review’ of CS Policy 4 as described in Paragraph 73 and Footnote 37 of the

Framework (see Ground 1 of the Wainhomes case). Notwithstanding the fact

that MOU1 is beyond the 3 year period (see above), in acknowledging a ‘review’

has taken place it is clear that, in any event, a significant change in

circumstance has occurred, as envisaged by PPG, subsequent to the Central

Lancashire authorities entering into MOU1 (in October 2017). That much can

be taken from the aforementioned High Court judgement of Mr Justice Dove.

The introduction of the standard methodology to assess local housing need,

together with significant reduction it delivered in housing numbers in Preston

and the HMA as a whole, is that significant change in circumstance which

renders CS Policy 4 out of date. CS Policy 4 is inconsistent with the Framework

and PPG. It should not form the basis of the five year housing land supply

calculation.

3.46 Overall it is therefore clear that there has, unanswerably, been a significant

change in circumstances since the Central Lancashire authorities entered into

MOU1. This is not necessarily the introduction of the new Framework, but more

precisely the practical consequences of the new Framework which constitute

this significant change, comprising:
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(i) The significant change in the methodology for calculation of LHN;

the standard methodology was introduced to deliver sufficient housing in

the right locations and is comprised of two distinct stages – calculation

of household growth and the affordability adjustment. This is a

significantly different methodology to RS/PPS and the Framework

(2012).

(ii) The significant change and reduction in the housing figures for

Preston using the standard methodology; the application of the

standard methodology result in Preston’s housing figure significantly

reducing from 507dpa to 250dpa, a reduction of 51%.

(iii) The significant change and reduction in the housing figures for the

HMA using the standard methodology; a significant change in

housing need in South Ribble (417dpa to 191 dpa) and Chorley (417 dpa

to 569 dpa).

(iv) The significant change in the distribution of housing across Central

Lancashire; the Core Strategy focusses growth in Preston, the standard

methodology moves growth away from Preston and South Ribble to

Chorley (as shown in Table 4 of this proof).

(v) The Central Lancashire Housing Study; which I address below.

3.47 I therefore submit that CS Policy 4 is out of date, a conclusion expressly upheld

in the Judgment of Dove J in Wainhomes.
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Central Lancashire Housing Study (CLHS) and MOU2

3.48 Iceni Projects Ltd were instructed to commence the Housing Study in a Housing

Study Specification14. Outputs 1-4 are particularly relevant. Prior to the

commissioning of the CLHS, the Council had not decided on whether the

standard method was to form the basis of the five year housing land supply

calculation. Rather, this was an issue which it wanted to consider and wished

to be informed about via the CLHS.  It was in acknowledgment of the significant

change in circumstance brought about by the introduction of the standard

methodology that the Central Lancashire authorities undertook a review of

MOU1, in accordance with Paragraph 7.1 of MOU1.

3.49 This review commenced in April 2019 when the Central Lancashire authorities

commissioned Iceni Projects Ltd to produce a Central Lancashire Housing

Study15. Key to the study was the need to assess whether or not the standard

methodology was the correct starting point for determining local housing need

in Central Lancashire and to advise what the most sustainable distribution of

the aggregate local housing need would be across Central Lancashire. There

were, therefore, two quite separate issues:

(i) whether LHN should form the basis of the five year supply calculation;

and

(ii) if so, how the LHN should be distributed across the HMA.

3.50 The CLHS, published in March 2020, concluded that the local housing need

figure, derived using the standard methodology, for Central Lancashire (at that

time 1,026 net additional homes per annum, April 2019) was the appropriate

14 CD HA28: Central Lancashire Housing Study Update Specification, 2019
15 CD HA10: Central Lancashire Housing Study (March 2020)
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figure, at a Central Lancashire HMA level, to calculate the five year supply of

deliverable housing land. This was the first, free-standing conclusion of the

Study. It also constitutes a significant change since the review of 2017, which

renders CS Policy 4(a) out of date for the purposes of the five year supply

calculation.

3.51 Based on an assessment of a number of factors including (but not limited to)

population distribution, workforce distribution, job distribution, affordability and

land constraints, the Central Lancashire Housing Study concluded that an

appropriate distribution of the aggregate local housing need across Central

Lancashire would be to apportion 40% to Preston, 32.5% to South Ribble and

27.5% to Chorley. At that time this meant the Central Lancashire redistributed

local housing need figures were 410 for Preston, 334 for South Ribble and 282

for Chorley.

3.52 Following publication of the CLHS the Central Lancashire authorities entered

into a second MOU (MOU2) in April 202016. The introduction of the standard

methodology and the analysis in the CLHS constituted a significant change in

circumstance which triggered the clause contained in Section 7 of MOU1 (set

out above). Upon approval of MOU2, MOU1 was superseded and became

redundant (applying Paragraph 7.1 MOU1). The agreement contained within

MOU2 concludes:

“Preston City Council, South Ribble Borough Council and Chorley
Council hereby agree:

(a) to adopt the use of the standard method formula to calculate the
minimum number of homes needed in Central Lancashire (1,026 pa as
at April 2019), in accordance with national policy, in replacement of the
out-of-date housing requirements set out in Policy 4 of the Central
Lancashire Core Strategy.

(b) to apply the recommended distribution of homes as follows:

16 CD HA19: Memorandum of Understanding and Statement of Co-Operation: Relating to the Provision
and Distribution of Housing Land (April 2020)
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Preston: 40%

South Ribble: 32.5%

Chorley: 27.5%

Total: 100%

(c) to review the recommended distribution of homes set out in (b) no
less than every three years or upon the adoption of a new Central
Lancashire Local Plan, whichever is sooner, unless new evidence that
renders this document out of date emerges.

(d) to produce a Statement of Common Ground annually to update the
actual minimum housing requirements across Central Lancashire, in
accordance with the agreed distribution set out in (b) until adoption of a
new Central Lancashire Local Plan. At April 2019, these requirements
are as follows:

Preston: 410 dwellings pa

South Ribble: 334 dwellings pa

Chorley: 282 dwellings pa

Total: 1,026 dwellings pa

(e) to co-operate in the performance and monitoring of the MOU
generally and to monitor housing completions and each Council’s
respective five-year housing land supply position against the
requirements set out in (d) (or subsequent Statements of Common
Ground) with immediate effect.”

3.53 The review and MOU2 therefore dealt with two distinct and separate points.

Firstly, the housing figure for the calculation of the five year housing land supply

and secondly, the distribution of that figure across the three Central Lancashire

authorities.

3.54 As per the agreement at part (d) of MOU2, in May 2020 the Central Lancashire

authorities published a Statement of Common Ground17 to update the local

housing need figures in order that they be accurate at April 2020. As a result of

17 CD HA19: Memorandum of Understanding and Statement of Co-Operation: Relating to the Provision
and Distribution of Housing Land, Statement of Common Ground (May 2020)
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this factual change, the relevant local housing need figures used in MOU2

became 404 for Preston, 328 for South Ribble and 278 for Chorley.

3.55 It is important to stress therefore that the decision to move away from the CS

Policy 4 requirement to the standard methodology local housing need figure

was made by the Council, after the receipt of the CLHS, for understandable and

legitimate reasons, consistent with national planning policy: (i) the housing

requirement contained with CS Policy 4 was considerably out of date and

inconsistent with the Framework, being based on household growth projections

from 2003 (employing trends between 1998 and 2003); and (ii) the publication

of the revised Framework in 2018 constituted a significant change in

circumstances, resulting in significantly reduced housing needs and a different

distribution. In my professional opinion, that was the correct thing to do, and it

would have been remiss of the Council to have ignored the changing nature of

national planning policy taking place at the time. Indeed, the Planning Court

has been very clear that LPA’s should exercise a planning judgment on whether

policies are out of date, as a result of a change in national policy or other

reasons, in the application of the tilted balance (see Bloor Homes and

Wainhomes). Indeed, further to this, PPG advocates the need for plans to be

reviewed regularly in order to ensure policies remain relevant and to account

for significant changes in circumstances which may occur, such as the

implementation of the standard methodology for calculating local housing

need18.

3.56 On 1 June 2020 the Council received a Judicial Review claim19 to MOU2 which

contained five grounds of challenge. These grounds of challenge can be

summarised as follows:

18 National Planning Practice Guidance, Paragraph 062 (Reference ID: 61-062-20190315)
19 CD HA33: Claimants Statement of Facts and Grounds, June 2020
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3.56.1 In arriving at the decision to adopt the MOU2 the Council has

misinterpreted and misunderstood national planning policy in relation to

the use of the “standard method” for the calculation of five year land

supply of specific deliverable sites.

3.56.2 In reaching the decision to redistribute the aggregate figure for Preston,

South Ribble and Chorley, the Council (together with the other two

authorities) has had regard to an immaterial consideration.

3.56.3 The Council has adopted MOU2, which it is claimed is a development

plan document, without following the legal requirements for the creation

of a development plan document.

3.56.4 In reaching the decision to adopt MOU2 the Council wrongly had regard

to the Chain House Lane appeal decision.

3.56.5 The decision to approve MOU2 was taken by the Leader of the Council

when it could only have been taken by the Full Council.

3.57 A Consent Order20 has been agreed between the parties to settle the Judicial

Review claim and a decision on costs is currently awaited from the Court. In the

intervening period of time matters have somewhat moved on.

3.58 During June and July 2020, MOU2 was subject to scrutiny at a public inquiry

held in Chorley21. The Inspector’s decision letter allowing the appeal was issued

on 11 August 2020. This decision is particularly relevant given the weight the

Inspector attributed to MOU2.

20 CD HA29: Preston City Council MOU2 Consent Order, March 2021
21 CD HB1: APP/D2320/W/20/3247136, Land at Pear Tree Lane, Euxton, Chorley
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3.59 In allowing the appeal the Inspector made substantial comments between

paragraphs 20 to 34 of the decision letter in relation to MOU2 and the weight to

be attributed to it. Specifically, I highlight below the Inspector’s conclusion to

this analysis.

“32. Paragraph 48 of the Framework allows weight to be given to policies in
emerging plans, according to the stage of preparation, the extent to which there
are unresolved objections and the degree of consistency to the Framework.
This guides my assessment of the weight that can be given to a housing
requirement based on the redistribution of LHN in MOU2, as a policy document
which informs the emerging CCLP. The emerging plan is at a very early stage
and carries limited weight in this appeal. Although the MOU2 redistribution is
an agreed position by the LPAs, there are significant unresolved objections to
the recommended figures, which may result in Chorley’s apportionment being
modified following examination. For these reasons and in the light of my
consideration of the evidence submitted, I attach limited weight to the housing
requirement figure for Chorley of 278 dpa in this appeal.

33. However, full weight can be attached to the standard method LHN figure for
Chorley, given that its value and use in this case are entirely consistent with the
Framework and the PPG. Accordingly, I conclude that the figure of 569 dpa
should be used for the purposes of calculating the 5YHLS in this appeal. This
would also support the Government’s objective, in paragraph 59 of the
Framework, of significantly boosting the supply of homes.”

3.60 This is further reflected in the decision at paragraph 45. The Inspector did not

consider that the point raised at MOU2 paragraph 6.7 (that the application of

the LHN on an LPA basis without re-distribution would be significantly at odds

with the distribution of people, jobs and services and/or that it would serve to

undermine the key principles of the City Deal) to be convincing. The Inspector

therefore applied the undistributed LHN figure to Chorley. The logic must be

that the LHN figure must be applied to Preston and South Ribble, for there to

be consistency of decision-making across the HMA.

3.61 In light of this appeal decision and the Inspector’s detailed analysis of MOU2,

attributing it “limited weight” and determining that the standard methodology (on

an individual authority basis) represented the local housing need in Chorley,

this Council’s Cabinet made a decision on 4 November 2020 to authorise the
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Council’s immediate withdrawal from MOU2. From this point MOU2 was

disregarded by the Council in the decision making process, specifically for the

purposes of the redistribution of local housing need across the Central

Lancashire authorities. As a result of this decision the Council’s Cabinet

endorsed a reversion to the solus LHN figure for Preston in the calculation of

five year housing land supply (in accordance with the aforementioned

conclusions of the Pear Tree Lane Inspector) and as such this decision did not

change the nature of the review and/or the evidence in the CLHS that LHN

should remain the basis of the five year housing land supply calculation.

3.62 Whilst it is true to say that in this appeal the Inspector was not presented with

an argument that CS Policy 4 had been subject to a ‘review’ for the purposes

of Footnote 37 and Paragraph 73 (see Cardwell Farm decision letter at

paragraph 41), it is clear that the Inspector deliberated whether or not CS Policy

4 was out of date and the reasons as to why. In this regard, at Paragraph 45 of

the appeal decision he states that the ‘courts have established that a policy may

become ‘out-of-date’ where it is overtaken by a change in national policy. That

is clearly the situation applying to Policy 4 of the CLCS, where its housing

requirements were derived from the former Regional Spatial Strategy for the

North West, which in turn relied on the 2003-based household projections. This,

combined with the introduction of the standard method in the 2018

Framework and the application of the 2014-based household projections,

renders the housing requirements in Policy 4 out-of-date’ (my emphasis).

3.63 The Cardwell Farm Inspector considered that the Pear Tree Lane decision

might have been different had that Inspector concluded that there had been a

‘review’ (paragraph 41). However, the Cardwell Farm Inspector fails to exercise

a planning judgment on whether CS Policy 4(a) is out of date, as a result of a

significant change since the review in 2017. Further, the Cardwell Farm

Inspector fails to consider Dove J’s conclusions on Ground 3 at all and/or fails

to give any reasons explaining whether there had been a significant change
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and/or how Dove J’s judgment had been addressed (see especially paragraph

38). This is important because (applying the logic of paragraph 41 of the

Cardwell Farm decision), had the Pear Tree Lane Inspector concluded that

there had been a review, consistent with the Wainhomes case, the Inspector

had to exercise a planning judgment on whether CS Policy 4(a) is out of date.

Given the conclusions in the decision letter, especially at paragraph 45, I do not

consider that he would have reached a different planning judgment at all. CS

Policy 4(a) would still have been considered out of date. However, this point

(again) is not considered in Cardwell Farm paragraph 41. Cardwell Farm is

considered further in Section 5 below.

Summary

3.64 The commentary and analysis I have provided in the preceding paragraphs

leads to one logical conclusion: CS Policy 4 is out of date and inconsistent with

the Framework, such that it should not form the basis of the five year housing

land supply calculation. Drawing together the various strands which support this

conclusion:

 CS Policy 4 was adopted in 2012.

 The housing requirement contained within CS Policy 4 corresponds to

that set out in the RS, based on household growth projections from 2003,

using trends from 1998-2003.

 The RS was adopted in 2008, prior to the economic downtown, and

abolished in 2013. It employed the PPS3 methodology which has been

revoked.

 The 2012 Framework introduced a significant difference in the

methodology to calculate OAN when compared to that in the RS.

 The standard methodology results in a significant reduction in the need

for housing in Preston.
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 The standard methodology results in a significant reduction in the need

for housing across the HMA as a whole.

 The standard methodology results in a significantly different distribution

in housing across the HMA.

 A planning judgment is therefore required to consider whether CS Policy

4(a) is out of date, as a result of the consequences of the significant

change in national policy (per Lindblom J in Bloor Homes and Dove J

in Wainhomes).

 The revised Framework, published in July 2018, introduced the standard

methodology into national policy, which represents a significant change

in circumstance (as envisaged by PPG and endorsed by Mr Justice

Dove) and is the means by which the Government seeks to boost the

supply of housing across the country.

 MOU1 was replaced by MOU2 in April 2020, albeit this process was not

a Paragraph 73 and Footnote 37 review. During this process of review,

the CLHS concluded that the LHN should form the basis of the five year

housing land supply calculation. This is a significant change in

circumstances, since the 2017 review.

 The Council withdrew from MOU2 in November 2020 and from that time

it was disregarded for the purposes of decision making, with respect to

the redistribution of local housing need. The decision about using LHN

as the basis for the calculation of five year housing land supply remains.

It was not impugned by the Pear Tree Lane Inspector.

 The latest five year housing land supply assessment was therefore

produced on the basis of the LHN and standard methodology.

 It is accepted that this is not the decision of the Inspector at Cardwell

Farm. Whilst this decision is capable of being a material consideration,

the Council consider that this decision is legally flawed and/or the

Council disagrees with a number of planning judgments expressed in the

decision if (which is not accepted) the decision is lawful and adequately

reasoned. This issue will be addressed by the Planning Court in due
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course. Whilst the decision has not been quashed, it is nonetheless

considered that it is not a material consideration of material weight.

Rather, the Inspector is free to disagree with it, provided reasons are

given.

3.65 Thus it is considered inappropriate to arrive at a conclusion other than CS

Policy 4 being an out of date policy for the purposes of establishing the relevant

housing requirement figure for Preston. The standard methodology local

housing need figure for Preston is the most (and only) appropriate figure to

monitor and assess housing land supply in Preston. This is because the

standard methodology local housing need figure has been introduced by the

Government as the mechanism to boost significantly the supply of housing

across the country.

Preston, South Ribble and Lancashire City Deal

3.66 The Council has previously faced arguments that the presence of the City

Deal22, and its associated target to boost housing, employment and

infrastructure in the City Deal area is a reason why the Council ought not to be

using its local housing need figure to monitor housing land supply as that would

constrain the release of land for housing development.

3.67 City Deal status was introduced by the Government as a way of harnessing the

economic growth potential of key cities. The City Deal represents an agreement

between the Government, Preston City Council, South Ribble Borough Council

and Lancashire County Council to invest in the expansion of infrastructure in

the City Deal area to create jobs and generate significant housing growth. The

22 CD HA17: Preston, South Ribble and Lancashire City Deal
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City Deal was signed in September 2013 for an initial ten years. It is worthwhile

noting that City Deal is however undergoing a mid-term review, and whilst

discussions are not yet concluded it is clear that all parties are agreed that there

will be a five year ‘run-on’ in the deal, an option which was agreed at the outset.

3.68 Whilst City Deal is very much a partnership, with the emphasis on growth being

distributed across both Preston and South Ribble, specifically for Preston the

major infrastructure scheme to unlock growth potential is the Preston Western

Distributor (PWD), a new road running adjacent to the western boundary of the

main urban area of Preston which will be linked to the motorway network. The

road is under construction.

3.69 Alongside the infrastructure investment through City Deal, there has been a

significant uplift in housing delivery in Preston since the start of the City Deal

monitoring period in 2014. Between 2014 and 2020 a total of 4,101 net

additional dwellings have been delivered in Preston. In the equivalent six year

period prior to the start of City Deal (2008 – 2014) a total of 1,209 net additional

dwellings were delivered in Preston. Thus housing delivery since the start of

City Deal is 239% higher than it was prior to it.

3.70 Whilst this level of housing growth may not be on course to achieve the initial

ten year target (of 9,579) by 2023, it represents a significant upward surge in

performance. In the context of the strong, and sustained, housing delivery

performance in Preston since the start of City Deal (evident in the Council’s

published housing land position statements23) along with the vast amounts of

allocated land for housing growth in the Development Plan (which continue to

be more than capable of delivering City Deal growth aspirations), it is my firm

23 CD HA24: Preston City Council Housing Land Position at 1st October 2020
CD HA32: Preston City Council Housing Land Position Statement at 31st March 2019
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view that there would be no justification to deviate from plan-led housing

growth. City Deal is not embodied in planning policy and it is not identified in

the Framework or PPG as a consideration in assessing five year land supply.

Put simply there is no clear evidence that City Deal generates an increased

need or demand for housing in the City Deal area. It is not a consideration which

justifies the use of a figure higher than LHN for the calculation of five year

housing land supply.

3.71 Additionally, whilst housing delivery in Preston is clearly strong, I attribute

limited weight to the City Deal in the determination of these appeals due to,

what is in reality, the actual role of the Council in housing delivery. In truth,

housing delivery is a matter which is largely outside of the Council’s control.

The influence the Council has on delivery is mainly through the grant of

planning permission. In this regard it is the case that since City Deal began the

Council has (by estimation) approved in the region of 11,000 new dwellings

within Preston, almost 5,000 of which have been approved between April 2018

and October 2020. It is worthwhile noting that this level of planning permissions,

broadly granted since adoption of the Local Plan in 2015, far exceeds the

number of units allocated in that Local Plan24 in order to meet the CS Policy 4

housing requirement. In essence, the Council has granted sufficient planning

permissions to meet the housing requirement contained within the

Development Plan, I further address this point at paragraph 4.7 below.

3.72 The spatial hierarchy for growth in Preston can more than meet the Council’s

City Deal commitments, as such the Council’s decision to assess its housing

land supply position against the local housing need figure is not, in any way,

constraining the ability of the Council to facilitate growth at City Deal levels, it

is merely assisting in implementing a plan-led approach to that growth. City

24 CD HA2: Preston Local Plan 2012-2026 (Site Allocations & Development Management Policies),
Policy HS1 (Page 51) – 8,637 dwellings
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Deal is not expression of housing need, nor is it a Development Plan or

national/local policy and as such should not override national or local policy.

3.73 A final point in this regard is that, even if I am to accept that City Deal is material

consideration which ought to attract significant weight in the determination of

these appeals (which I do not), so too must be the Council's recent housing

delivery performance measured by the HDT. This is the Government's own

means of assessing housing delivery performance across the country. The

Council's HDT performance is used as a way to decide whether a Council

needs to produce an action plan to address housing delivery shortcomings or

indeed whether the “tilted balance” is engaged in the determination of all

housing planning applications a Council considers.

3.74 Since inception of the HDT in 2018 the Council has consistently achieved

excellent levels of performance. Table 2 (below), which is a replication of Table

2.1 from the Housing Land Position Paper, reflects this. I believe the Councils

performance speaks for itself.

Table 2: Net Housing Completions and HDT Scores 2017-2020

3.75 Furthermore, since publication of the Housing Land Position Paper in

November 2020, the Government has published a data release containing the

most recent (2020) HDT scores. The Council’s current HDT score is 339%,

placing the Council in joint 8th position when compared to all Council’s in the
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country. The use of LHN as a basis for five year housing land supply calculation

is not constraining housing delivery to that figure. There is, therefore, no

reasonable requirement for housing outside rural settlements, in a manner

which is totally inconsistent with CS Policy 1.
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4. HOUSING LAND SUPPLY POSITION

4.1 This section of my evidence moves on to address the implications of my

conclusions that the housing requirement contained within CS Policy 4 is out of

date and that the standard methodology local housing need figure should be

used to calculate the housing land supply position.

4.2 The housing land supply position is a function of three key components a) the

relevant requirement, b) the buffer to be attributed to that requirement, and c)

the deliverable supply.

4.3 At April 2020 the standard methodology local housing need figure for Preston

is 250 net additional homes per annum. In November 2020 the Council

published its Housing Land Position Paper25, which has a base date of 1

October 2020. For ease of reference, the five year supply position table from

that paper is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Five Year Housing Land Supply, October 2020

25 CD HA24: Preston City Council Housing Land Position at 1st October 2020
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4.4 The first row of the table represents the minimum local housing need over the

five year period, the second row adds a 5% buffer in accordance with part (a)

to Paragraph 73 of the Framework in order to ensure choice and competition in

the market for land. This gives a five year total local housing need of 1,313

new homes, or 263 new homes per annum. The Council’s supply of

deliverable housing land, based on the current stock of planning permissions,

equates to 3,769 net additional homes. The source of this figure and all the

sites which make up this supply are set out in Table 3.1 of the Housing Land

Position Paper. The sites included in this supply are taken from the stock of

planning permissions relating to housing development, and applying the

definition of ‘deliverable’26 as set out in national policy. The assumption on

delivery rates from sites within the supply of deliverable sites are, where

possible, based on historic delivery trends specific to particular housebuilders

on sites within Preston.

4.5 In order to allow for a potential reduction in the delivery of new homes as a

result of the Covid-19 pandemic, the available supply has been subject to a

blanket 5% deduction, reducing the overall figure by 188 net additional homes

(which equates to approximately 0.7 years supply) to 3,581 net additional

homes. It is worthwhile noting that this was a decision taken by the Council in

direct response to the potential short term implications of the closure of

construction sites during the national lockdown in the Spring of 2020. The

Council is mindful that during the more recent national lockdowns construction

sites have remained operational, and therefore this is a matter which the

Council keeps under constant review. The level of deliverable housing land

supply is agreed between the Council and the appellants, as set out in the

Conjoined Housing Statement of Common Ground27 signed in March 2021.

26 National Planning Policy Framework (2019), Annex 2
27 CD HD4: Agreed Conjoined Housing Statement of Common Ground, March 2021
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4.6 Against a local housing need over the period October 2020 to October 2025 of

1,313 net additional homes, the Council can currently demonstrate a 13.6 year

supply of deliverable housing land. Again, the Council and the appellants are in

agreement that should the local housing need be used for the purposes of

calculating the Councils housing land supply position, 13.6 years is the correct

figure at October 2020. It is therefore quite clear why developers are seeking

to argue that CS Policy 4 applies in Preston, despite the decisions of the

Planning Court (Dove J in Wainhomes) and the Planning Inspectorate (Pear

Tree Lane).

4.7 Importantly, from a Development Plan perspective, the use of the standard

methodology local housing need figure to monitor housing land supply does not

jeopardize the ability of the Council to fulfil its plan period housing requirement,

which, at April 2014 stood at 7,30128 net additional homes. Since April 2014 a

total of 4,101 net additional homes have been added to the housing stock in

Preston. The plan-period ends in 2026. Adding the agreed five year deliverable

housing land supply shown in Table 3 to that which has been delivered to date

(evident in the Council’s published housing land position statement29) gives a

grand total of 7,682 net additional homes, 381 more than the plan period

housing requirement. Simply put, even applying CS Policy 4(a), there is simply

no need for further housing to be delivered in Preston to meet the development

plan housing targets, especially in locations outside rural settlements, in a

manner inconsistent with the statutory development plan, especially CS Policy

1. This point was not explored or addressed by the Inspector in the Cardwell

Farm appeal decision.

4.8 Finally, it is not suggested that the standard methodology local housing need

figure is the Council’s housing requirement figure, or the level of housing growth

28 CD HA2: Preston Local Plan 2012-2026 (Site Allocations & Development Management Policies),
Paragraph 5.3, Page 46
29 CD HA24: Preston City Council Housing Land Position at 1st October 2020
CD HA32: Preston City Council Housing Land Position Statement at 31st March 2019
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and affordable housing growth the Council aspires to deliver within the city,

through City Deal for example. Far from it. The local housing need figure

represents the minimum baseline which the Council can begin to work from to

understand its real housing requirement which will become clearer as the

review of the Development Plan continues in the coming years.

4.9 In this way, the Council is using the standard methodology local housing need

for the purpose intended in the Framework, as an interim measure of housing

land supply in circumstances where CS Policy 4(a) is out of date, in advance of

a wider Development Plan review process.
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5. CARDWELL FARM APPEAL DECISION

5.1 On 9 March 2021 the Planning Inspectorate issued its decision30 regarding an

appeal on Land at Cardwell Farm, Garstang Road, Barton, Preston following a

public inquiry held between 9 and 12 February 2021. The appeal was allowed,

and outline planning permission was granted for 151no. dwellings and a

community building.

5.2 Given the principal issues raised in the appeal mirror the principal issues in

these appeals, and largely relate to the matters I have addressed up to this

point in this proof of evidence, it is appropriate to set out my position and the

the Council’s stance in respect of this decision.

5.3 This Decision Letter is capable of being a material consideration. The weight to

be attached to it is for the Inspector. However, it is not binding on this Inspector

and he is free to disagree with it, providing reasons are given (North Wiltshire

DC v SoSE [1993] 65 P&CR 137. This appeal falls to be determined on its own

merits, applying Section 38(6). I accept that consistency in administrative

decision-making is capable of being a material consideration but as there are

significant flaws in this decision, I do not consider it is a material consideration

of material weight in this case.

30 CD HB23: APP/N2345/W/20/3258889, Land at Cardwell Farm, Garstang Road, Barton, Preston, PR3
5DR
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The Inquiry & Appeal Decision

5.4 At the inquiry, the appellant contended that the CS Policy 4 housing

requirement should be used for the purposes of monitoring housing land supply

in Preston. Conversely the Council argued that the standard methodology local

housing need figure should be used. Both parties to the appeal were agreed,

as here, that if the CS Policy 4 housing requirement were to be used the Council

had a 4.95 year supply, and if the standard methodology local housing need

figure were to be used the Council had a 13.6 year supply. Similarly both parties

to the appeal also agreed, as here, that the appeal proposal did not accord with

the most important policies and that this amounted to a conflict with the

Development Plan overall.

5.5 The Council’s argument at the inquiry was that whilst there had been a ‘review’

of the CS Policy 4 housing requirement figures in 2017; MOU1; and that this

‘review’ amounted to a ‘review’ for the purposes of Paragraph 73 and Footnote

37 of the Framework this had been overtaken by a significant change in

circumstances since the review, namely, the emergence of the concept of local

housing need calculated by the standard methodology and consequentially the

change in a) methodology, b) overall numbers and c) distribution across the

Central Lancashire authorities. This was considered in the CLHS which was

also another aspect of a significant change, since the 2017 review. The Council

put this to the Inspector on the basis that, in the context of the aforementioned

decision of the Planning Court (Dove J in Wainhomes) this was a significant

change in circumstances which required or justified the use of the local housing

need to assess housing land supply. The Inspector was therefore required to

exercise a planning judgment on whether CS Policy 4(a) was out of date,

considering all material considerations.
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5.6 The inquiry was conducted by Inspector Mr Mark Dakeyne BA (Hons) MRTPI.

He agreed that the proposal was contrary to the most important policies for

determining the appeal and that this amounted to a conflict with the

Development Plan overall.

5.7 On the critical issue of the housing requirement, the Inspector’s reasoning is

contained with Paragraph’s 24 to 43 of the appeal decision. In summary, the

Inspector addresses the terms of Paragraph 73 and Footnote 37 of the

Framework and concludes that the 2017 SHMA and MOU1 did amount to

‘review’ (consistent with Ground 1 of Wainhomes), a position which the Council

had accepted prior to the inquiry. At Paragraph 30 of the appeal decision the

Inspector identifies the factors taken into account in the review of CS Policy 4,

which self-evidently, could not include the emergence of local housing need

(given the revised Framework had not at that time been published).

5.8 Crucially, at Paragraph 32 of the appeal decision, in acknowledging the

Council’s position, the Inspector states (with my emphasis):

‘32. However, the Council considers that matters have moved on from MOU1.
MOU1 included a clause whereby the document was to be reviewed no less
than every three years but would also be reviewed when new evidence that
renders the MOU out of date emerges. It is more than three years since MOU1
was entered into. The Council points to the introduction of the standard
method for assessing LHN as being a significant change in
circumstances. If the LHN figure is used, Preston would be required to deliver
250 dpa.’

5.9 This issue required the Inspector to exercise a planning judgment on whether

CS Policy 4(a) was out of date as a result of significant changes which had

occurred since the review of 2017. However, at Paragraph 33 the Inspector

asks (and then begins to answer) a different issue: whether there had been a

“review of a review” and/or whether there had been a robust process of review

in the last 5 years. There is no requirement for there to be a review before such
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a planning judgment can be formed. This is therefore a different issue. In

concluding on the point – of whether there has been a “review of a review” – at

Paragraph 40 of the appeal decision the Inspector states:

‘40. Pulling this chain of events together, to my mind the review of the CLCS
housing requirement through MOU1 is the only Footnote 37 review that has
been undertaken. The decision to revert to the LHN figure after withdrawal from
MOU2 did not constitute such a review as it has not followed a robust process.
The factors set out in paragraph 30 above are still relevant today. In addition,
the higher housing requirement derived from the CLCS would deliver more
affordable housing. Therefore, Policy 4 of the CLCS should be used for the
purposes of assessing whether there is a minimum of five years’ worth of
housing against the housing requirement.’

The Views of the Council on the Appeal Decision

5.10 Ultimately, the legality of this decision is a matter for lawyers and legal

submissions at the Inquiry. I will, nonetheless, set out my understanding of the

position, to assist the Inquiry at this stage. Following receipt of Counsel advice,

it is the Council’s position that the Inspector has made a legal error in his

approach. As such the Council, in consultation with counsel, is preparing its

Grounds of Claim with the intention to challenge the decision in the Planning

Court. I understand that the Council have six weeks in which to challenge the

decision. The Inquiry can be updated with any relevant progress.

5.11 As I have already stated, the Inspector explicitly recognises at Paragraph 32 of

the appeal decision that the Council’s case was that there had been a

significant change in circumstances following MOU1. This means it was a point

which the Inspector was required to address.
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5.12 However the Council’s position is that, having recognised the point, the

Inspector does not address it or deal with it in the appeal decision. The focus is

entirely upon the question of whether a second ‘review’ had occurred, not

whether there had been a significant change in circumstances. The latter being

entirely independent and distinct to the former; it is not a necessary requirement

of a significant change in circumstances that there has been a ‘review’

subsequent to that change. The Inspector does not address and/or reach a

conclusion on whether there has been a significant change of circumstances

since 2017. He does not, therefore, exercise a planning judgment on whether

CS Policy 4(a) is out of date as a result. Reading the decision letter fairly and

in full, there is nothing to suggest this issue has been addressed and/or what

the conclusion on this issue may be.

5.13 In summary, the Council’s position is that the Inspector has not taken account

of the material considerations raised by the Council at the inquiry, and which

were of considerable importance to the Council’s case. Alternatively, if the

Inspector has addressed these points it is not clear from the appeal decision

how he has done so. These material considerations can be characterised by

the following points:

(i) a failure to deal with the Council’s case as put to and recognised by the

Inspector;

(ii) a failure to exercise a planning judgment on whether CS Policy 4(a) was

out of date for the purposes of the calculation of five year housing land

supply (see Bloor Homes);

(iii) a failure to consider whether there had been a significant change in

circumstances since MOU1, comprising the introduction of the standard

methodology which had resulted in a) a significantly lower local housing

need for Preston, b) a significantly lower local housing need for Central

Lancashire on an aggregated basis, c) a significantly different

methodology for the calculation of local housing need and the basis for
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the housing land supply assessment, and, d) a significantly different

distribution of local housing need across Central Lancashire; and,

(iv) a failure to recognise that the decision of the Planning Court (Dove J in

Wainhomes) held that a reduction in the housing requirement caused

by the change in national policy and the introduction of the standard

methodology as the means of calculating local housing need could

amount to a significant change in circumstances justifying the use of

local housing need, and not an adopted Development Plan housing

requirement which had previously been the subject of a Paragraph 73

and Footnote 37 review to assess housing land supply. This is not

referred to in the decision, which does not grapple with the point raised.

Rather, it only addresses Ground 1 (see especially paragraphs 38 and

41 of the appeal decision).

(v) Further or alternatively, if such matters have been considered and taken

into consideration, the Inspector’s reasoning and decisions in respect of

such matters is lawfully inadequate.

5.14 As such, whilst the appeal decision is lawful until it is set aside, and is therefore

a material consideration in the determination of these appeals, given the

significant concerns the Council has and which I have set out, I respectfully

suggest that the analyses I have provided in the preceding sections of this proof

are given consideration afresh. This decision letter simply does not address the

issues raised in this proof of evidence.
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6. DEVELOPMENT PLAN (MOST IMPORTANT POLICIES)

6.1 Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 states that if

regard is to be had to the Development Plan for the purpose of any

determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the Development Plan is

the starting point in that determination, and that determination must be in

accordance with the Development Plan unless material considerations indicate

otherwise.

Development Plan

6.2 All parties to these appeals agree on the most important Development Plan

policies for determining these appeals, as set out in the Conjoined Statement

of Common Ground signed in March 202131. For ease of reference these are

agreed to be:

Central Lancashire Core Strategy

Policy 1: Locating Growth

Policy 4: Housing Delivery

Policy 17: Design of New Buildings (in relation to Appeal F only)

Preston Local Plan 2012-2026 (Site Allocations & Development Management

Policies)

Policy EN1: Development in the Open Countryside

31 CD HD3: Agreed Conjoined Statement of Common Ground, March 2021
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CS Policy 4

6.3 Section 3 of this proof gives a detailed and forensic analysis of CS Policy 4 in

arriving at the conclusion that for the purposes of determining these appeals

the policy, as a whole, is out of date. The main purpose of CS Policy 4 is to

establish the housing requirement for the Central Lancashire authorities

alongside the monitoring arrangements and reasons why a review of land

release may be triggered. Given this is the main purpose of CS Policy 4, I come

to the conclusion that the policy, when read as a whole, is out of date, in spite

of the fact that certain parts of the policy, such as the aspirations regarding the

development of brownfield land, remain relevant and applicable.

6.4 CS Policy 4 is comprised of four parts, (a) – (d), with part (a) dealing with the

housing requirement. As set out in paragraph 3.14 of this proof, the remaining

parts are largely uncontroversial in content, discussing monitoring

arrangements and the mechanism by which the release of additional land for

housing would be undertaken if circumstances necessitated. In addition, part

(c) references the corresponding 70% brownfield development target, with part

(b) referencing a trigger for intervention where this target is missed by ‘more

than minus 20%’.

6.5 Aside from the housing requirement contained in part (a) of CS Policy 4 the

remaining content is therefore uncontroversial, mechanistic in nature and does

not give rise to an obvious inconsistency with national policy. It is my view

therefore that whilst on the whole CS Policy 4 is out of date, the remaining

content i.e. parts (b) – (d) would continue to attract weight. I do not consider

that the remaining parts should attract more than limited weight for two reasons.

Firstly, they all flow from the principal purpose of the policy, which is clearly out

of date and secondly, aside from the targets relating to brownfield land
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development, it is not obvious to see how the remaining content would be

applied in the decision-making process and as such giving parts (b) – (d) of CS

Policy 4 limited weight in the determination of these appeals would not give rise

to a need for any in-depth analysis or commentary.

6.6 The only matter I would draw attention to is the target relating to brownfield

development. Section 2.3 of the Council’s up-to-date Housing Land Position

Paper32 presents the greenfield/brownfield analysis of housing development in

Preston since 2017. Whilst this analysis does show that only 32% of housing

development in that period of time has taken place on brownfield land, a

proportion which would normally be a cause for concern with reference to the

70% target in the Development Plan, I do not wish to highlight this as a point of

any particular relevance or importance in the determination of these appeals.

There are several reasons for which I say this.

6.7 Firstly the 70% reference is a target to aim for, not a threshold and when more

recent performance is assessed against housing delivery since

commencement of the relevant Core Strategy monitoring period (2003), the

proportion of development on brownfield land is much higher, at 60%.

Secondly, the swing toward greenfield development is expected given the two

major housing allocations in the Development Plan (Cottam Strategic Site and

North West Preston Strategic Location) are both predominantly greenfield and

together seek to deliver over three quarters of all new housing development

identified in the Local Plan. As such, whilst the appeal sites are greenfield, and

would therefore not contribute to improving the proportion of brownfield

development in Preston, it would be neither reasonable nor consistent to raise

a significant objection to the appeal proposals on this basis, especially given

CS Policy 4, on the whole is considered to be out of date.

32 CD HA24: Preston City Council Housing Land Position at 1st October 2020
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6.8 Overall therefore, in relation to Paragraph 73 and Footnote 37 to the

Framework, CS Policy 4 has been subject to a ‘review’ since its adoption in

2012. However, as set out earlier in this proof, since the ‘review’ of CS Policy 4

there has been a significant change in circumstances – the introduction of the

standard methodology in national policy which renders the housing requirement

contained within CS Policy 4 out of date and inconsistent with the Framework,

for the purposes of determining planning applications. This is consistent with

the decision of the Planning Court (Dove J in Wainhomes) given that the

standard methodology introduces a significantly and materially different

approach to assessing local housing need, and the use of that local housing

need figure in both housing land supply and housing delivery assessments.

Further or alternatively, there has been a further review or second review,

comprising the CLHS, which is (additionally) a further significant change in

circumstances.

CS Policy 1

6.9 For the reasons I shall now present, it is my professional opinion that CS Policy

4 being out of date does not result in the other most important policies for

determining these appeals (CS Policies 1 and 17 and Local Plan Policy EN1)

also being out of date. For the avoidance of doubt, compliance or otherwise of

the appeal proposals with the most important policies for determining these

appeals is set out within the proofs of James Mercer and Ben Sandover.

6.10 The evidence I have provided in paragraphs 4.3 – 4.6 of this proof makes clear

that the Council can currently demonstrate a 13.6 year supply of deliverable

housing land. The “tilted balance” described in Paragraph 11(d) and Footnote

7 of the Framework is therefore not engaged for reasons related to housing

land supply. I accept however that the presence or otherwise of a five year
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supply of deliverable housing land is not the only reason the “tilted balance” can

be engaged.

6.11 The most important policies for determining these appeals are not, collectively,

out of date for reasons which are not connected to housing land supply, such

as consistency and compliance with the Framework. In these terms, if the most

important policies for determining the appeals are not collectively out of date

and given the Council can demonstrate a 13.6 year supply of deliverable

housing land, it is my view that the “tilted balance” is not engaged for housing

land supply or non-housing land supply reasons. As a result the appeals ought

to be determined by way of engaging the standard or “flat” planning balance,

according to Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

This is what I would refer to as the normal way any planning application is

determined.

6.12 In support of this contention, attention ought to be drawn to the Inspector’s

comments in the Pear Tree Lane appeal decision33 in Chorley. Mindful of the

fact that the Core Strategy is the strategic Development Plan document for

Central Lancashire, in concluding that CS Policy 4 was out of date, the

Inspector stated the following at paragraph 46 of the decision letter:

“46. However, the fact that Policy 4 is out-of-date for this reason, does not
necessarily mean the spatial strategy in Policy 1 of the CLCS for the distribution
of its housing requirements is also out-of-date. Although the two alternative
distributions of the standard method LHN figures put forward in this appeal
would lead to a much higher (569 dpa) or lower (278 dpa) quantum of housing
growth in Chorley borough than the CLCS apportionment (417 dpa), Policy 1
still provides for growth to be concentrated in Chorley town and some to be
located at Euxton and other local service centres in the borough.”

33 CD HB1: APP/D2320/W/20/3247136, Land at Pear Tree Lane, Euxton, Chorley
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6.13 CS Policy 1 deals with the spatial strategy for growth in Central Lancashire. The

policy states that for Preston this means focussing growth on “well located

brownfield sites” (which aligns with the 70% brownfield development target in

CS Policy 4(c)) and the Strategic Location of Central Preston (which is

comprised of the city centre and adjoining inner urban deprived

neighbourhoods). The policy goes on to state that whilst some greenfield

development will be required in urban fringe locations the “character of

suburban and rural areas” will be protected.

6.14 CS Policy 1 then, in effect, provides a hierarchy of growth areas in parts (a) to

(f) of the policy, with the scale of growth supported decreasing as one moves

through the criterion of the policy.

6.15 For Preston the relevant parts of the policy to focus on are:

6.15.1 Part (a)(i) – the Central Preston Strategic location and inner city suburbs.

6.15.2 Part (a)(ii) – the Cottam Strategic Site and North West Preston Strategic

Location.

6.15.3 Part (b)(iii) – land within Preston required to support the development of

Longridge as a Key Service Centre.

6.15.4 Part (f) – all other places, smaller villages and built up frontages where

development will typically be “small scale and limited to appropriate infilling,

conversion of buildings and proposals to meet local need, unless there are

exceptional reasons for larger scale redevelopment schemes”.

6.16 The corollary of the express statements in CS Policy 1 is that in all other

locations of Preston growth and investment will not be “focussed” or

“concentrated” and in order to protect the “character of suburban and rural
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areas” a presumption against harmful development will be applied. This

balanced approach in CS Policy 1 seeks to constrain housing development in

those areas not listed in parts (a) to (f) of the policy or on “well located

brownfield sites”. This much is clear from the supporting text to CS Policy 1 at

paragraph 5.53 (referenced at paragraph 9.27 of this proof).

6.17 CS Policy 1 does not, in itself, establish or define settlement boundaries to any

of the locations described within it. For clarity, CS Policy 1 also does not allocate

the land required to facilitate the growth anticipated to support the

implementation of the spatial hierarchy. Those matters are deferred to more

detailed Local Plans within each of the Central Lancashire authorities. It is

therefore fair and reasonable to state that CS Policy 1 does not, without

associated reference to other policies within the Development Plan, unduly

constrain development from taking place. In assessing whether or not to

determine whether CS Policy 1 was out of date in the Pear Tree Lane appeal

decision, the Inspector notes this very point: “the evidence before me does not

show that Policy 1 would unreasonably constrain the ability of the borough to

accommodate its standard method housing requirement of 569 dpa. As such, I

do not consider that Policy 1 of the CLCS (Central Lancashire Core Strategy)

is out-of-date for the purposes of this appeal”34.

6.18 Whichever way one assesses the position in Preston in this regard, CS Policy

1 is plainly not constraining the delivery of housing in Preston. Either using LHN

to assess housing land supply, meaning the Council has a 13.6 year supply, or

using the CS Policy 4 housing requirement. With regards the latter, whilst the

Council cannot currently demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing

land, as shown in my evidence, specifically at paragraphs 3.71 and 4.7, the

housing requirement and spatial strategy enshrined in the Local Plan is on

course to be fulfilled within the plan period.

34 CD HB1: APP/D2320/W/20/3247136, Land at Pear Tree Lane, Euxton, Chorley (Paragraph 47)
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6.19 Turning to the Framework itself, Paragraph 17 states that the Development

Plan must include strategic policies to address the priorities for development

and paragraph 20 states that strategic policies should set out an overall strategy

for the “pattern, scale and quality of development”35, making sufficient provision

for housing, and other key land uses such as employment and retail. CS Policy

1 is the strategic policy for Central Lancashire which establishes the priorities

for development and the overall strategy for the pattern and scale of

development across the area.

6.20 Paragraph 23 of the Framework reads as follows:

“23. Broad locations for development should be indicated on a key diagram,
and land-use designations and allocations identified on a policies map.
Strategic policies should provide a clear strategy for bringing sufficient land
forward, and at a sufficient rate, to address objectively assessed needs over
the plan period, in line with the presumption in favour of sustainable
development. This should include planning for and allocating sufficient sites to
deliver the strategic priorities of the area (except insofar as these needs can be
demonstrated to be met more appropriately through other mechanisms, such
as brownfield registers or non-strategic policies).”

6.21 CS Policy 1 is accompanied by a Key Diagram36 which is a visual

representation of the broad locations for growth set out in the body of the policy.

CS Policy 1 provides the strategy to bring sufficient land forward to meet the

development needs identified elsewhere in the Core Strategy (for the avoidance

of doubt, in relation to housing this is a Central Lancashire plan period total of

at least 21,456 net additional homes, and for Preston a plan period total of 8,112

net additional homes – these figures are not inclusive of undersupply prior to

2010).

35 National Planning Policy Framework (2019), Paragraph 20
36 CD HA1: Central Lancashire Core Strategy (2012), Figure 19
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6.22 Paragraph 117 of the Framework states that planning policies should promote

the effective use of land, whilst safeguarding and improving the environment.

The paragraph goes on to state that strategic policies should set out a clear

strategy for accommodating development needs. As previously stated, CS

Policy 1 establishes a spatial strategy for growth across Central Lancashire

which seeks to focus development in the most sustainable locations, including

brownfield land, thereby safeguarding and improving the environment.

6.23 Paragraph 118 of the Framework requires planning policies to give substantial

weight to the utilisation of brownfield land, within settlements to meet identified

needs, including the remediation of derelict and contaminated land and under-

utilised buildings. CS Policy 1 focusses growth and investment on brownfield

land, the city centre and inner city suburbs.

6.24 CS Policy 1 does not give rise to inconsistency with any specific part of the

Framework, or the Framework taken as a whole. On the contrary, it is my view

that CS Policy 1 is in full conformity with the Framework and helps to support

the Central Lancashire authorities in meeting the overarching aims and

aspirations of national policy. CS Policy 1 attracts full statutory weight in the

determination of these appeals.

6.25 A point which has previously been put to the Central Lancashire authorities, in

particular by the appellants during the appeal at Chain House Lane37 in South

Ribble, was that in using the standard methodology local housing need figure

to monitor housing land supply the Council, and its Central Lancashire partners

are agreeing to a ‘radical’ redistribution of housing growth within the strategic

housing market area when compared to the housing requirement contained in

37 CD HB2: APP/F2360/W/19/3234070, Land to the South of Chain House Lane, Whitestake, Preston
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CS Policy 4 and that as a result the Development Plan taken as a whole should

be considered out of date.

6.26 I accept that in using the standard methodology local housing need figure to

monitor housing land supply in Preston, and across Central Lancashire, this

represents a material, or significant shift, from the current out-of-date CS Policy

4 housing requirement. A summary of the proportional shift is shown in Table

4. Taking the CS Policy 4 housing requirement, a relatively even spread of

housing growth was planned for, albeit with the greatest amount in Preston.

Moving to the standard methodology local housing need figure shifts a

significant proportion of growth away from Preston and South Ribble, toward

Chorley.

Table 4: CS Policy 4 Housing Requirement/Local Housing Need Comparison

CS Policy 4

Requirement

%

Distribution

Local

Housing Need

(April 2020)

%

Distribution

Numerical

Swing

Preston 507 38% 250 25% -257

South

Ribble
417 31% 191 19% -226

Chorley 417 31% 569 56% +152

Total 1,341 1,010 -331

6.27 As I state, this is a point which I accept and not therefore one which I intend to

rebut. It is however my firm view that, as a consequence, it is inconceivable to

contend that this would render the Development Plan, taken as a whole, out of

date, or the most important policies collectively for determining these appeals,

especially when, as is the case here, the Council can demonstrate a 13.6 year
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supply of deliverable housing land. Certainly not in circumstances where “the

planning system should be genuinely plan led”38.

6.28 In Preston, whether one considers housing growth by way of LHN or, crucially,

that envisaged by CS Policy 4, growth can clearly be accommodated in line

with the current spatial strategy. Indeed, as I have demonstrated at paragraph

4.7 of this proof, housing growth is currently being met in line with the spatial

strategy to the extent that there is not a justifiable reason to believe the

Development Plan housing growth won’t be delivered in the plan period to 2026.

6.29 A strategy, such as that in CS Policy 1, which seeks to provide for growth and

investment in the main urban area of Preston, strategic sites and locations and

key service centres which can, as evidenced, deliver a level of housing growth

beyond that proposed by the standard methodology local housing need remains

entirely sound. It therefore follows that where, as has been proved, that spatial

strategy can more than accommodate the level of housing growth intended,

policies of the Development Plan which seek to protect areas from

development, such as Policy EN1 relating to the open countryside (which I will

come on to), also remain relevant, up to date and sound. Logic suggests that

given open countryside in Preston is the obverse of settlement boundaries, in

the same way as there is no justification to expand settlements there is no

justification to contract the area of open countryside.

6.30 As I have set out in this proof my firm position is that CS Policy 4(a) is out of

date and the Council is entirely justified in using its LHN figure to assess

housing land supply. In doing so, when the use of LHN is broadened across the

Central Lancashire HMA there is a significant re-distributional impact. It does

not therefore follow that the spatial strategy in CS Policy 1 is undermined or

38 National Planning Policy Framework (2019), Paragraph 15
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that land outside settlements boundaries in Preston is required to meet growth

needs. In support of this I make the following points:

(i) The LHN figure for Preston is significantly reduced from the CS Policy 4

housing requirement figure. With a 13.6 year supply against the LHN

figure there is no requirement for the release of greenfield land, the

development of which is not in accordance with the Development Plan

overall.

(ii) The LHN figure aggregated across the Central Lancashire HMA is

significantly reduced from the CS Policy 4 housing requirement figure.

Again, there is no requirement for the release of greenfield land, the

development of which is not in accordance with the Development Plan

overall.

(iii) Currently, when assessing housing land supply against LHN across the

HMA there is a 7.5 year supply39, and as such, again, it follows that there

is no requirement for the release of greenfield land, the development of

which is not in accordance with the Development Plan overall.

(iv) There are currently no unmet needs in South Ribble, given that Council

can currently demonstrate a 12.7 year supply40, there is therefore no

need for Preston to meet needs from South Ribble and as such it follows

that there is no requirement for the release of greenfield land, the

development of which is not in accordance with the Development Plan

overall.

(v) There are currently unmet needs in Chorley against their LHN figure,

meaning that authority can currently demonstrate a 2.8 year supply41.

However consideration must be given to both the extent of the shortfall

39 CD HA25: Proof of Evidence of Nick Ireland to Chain House Lane Public Inquiry, March 2021 – Table
7.2, Page 47
40 CD HA30: Proof of Evidence of Gregg Boyd to Chain House Lane Public Inquiry (March 2021) –
Table 6.1, Page 24
41 CD HA30: Proof of Evidence of Gregg Boyd to Chain House Lane Public Inquiry (March 2021) –
Table 7.2, Page 26
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and what Chorley can do about this. There is no need for Preston to

meet any of the unmet needs in Chorley because:

(a) Chorley must, in using LHN meet their own needs;

(b) if Chorley cannot demonstrate a five year housing land supply

they must produce an action plan to address this;

(c) issues of unmet need are typically dealt with through the plan

making process and not the decision making process as there are

a range of issues relevant to unmet need including development

constraints, land availability and infrastructure; and,

(d) analysis42 has shown that the extent of the shortfall in Chorley can

be accommodated on land within the borough where there is

potential capacity identified for almost 4,000 new houses (set

against the current deficit of 1,324 new houses).

(vi) Finally, as stated, CS Policy 1 was not found to be out of date by the

Inspector at the aforementioned Pear Tree Lane appeal, having

considered the points set out here and the presence of the City Deal in

Preston and South Ribble.

CS Policy 17

6.31 As set out in paragraph 6.2 of this proof, CS Policy 17 is also identified as one

of the most important policies for determining Appeal F, but not any of the other

appeals being considered. CS Policy 17 relates to the design of new

development, high quality design being a matter integral to the Core Strategy

generally. CS Policy 17 states that the design of new buildings will be expected

42 CD HA30: Proof of Evidence of Gregg Boyd to Chain House Lane Public Inquiry (March 2021) –
Paragraphs 7.7-7.14 & Table 7.3, Pages 26-27
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to take account of the character and appearance of the local area, taking

account of factors including (but not limited to):

 The siting, layout, massing, scale, design and landscaping proposed.

 Surrounding land uses and occupiers, avoiding demonstrable harm to

the amenities of the local area.

 The amenities of occupiers of the new development, ensuring that they

will not be adversely affected by neighbouring uses and vice versa.

 The provision of landscaping as an integral part of the development.

 The provision for needs of special groups in the community.

 The promotion of designs adaptable to climate change.

6.32 CS Policy 17 is a technical policy which strives for high standards of design in

new development, its purpose is not to constrain or prohibit development of

land which fails to comply with the development plan. The policy, in itself, does

not therefore constrain the release of land for housing development and the

policy is not one which relates to whether or not a development is acceptable

in principle.

6.33 I now turn to the parts of the Framework that refer to the matters within the

scope of CS Policy 17. Paragraph 38 of the Framework requires LPAs to work

proactively with applicants to secure development which improves the

economic, social and environmental conditions of an area. Paragraph 124 of

the Framework states that the creation of high quality buildings and places is

fundamental to what the planning and development process should achieve.

Paragraph 127 of the Framework seeks to ensure that developments add to the

overall quality of the area; are sympathetic to local character and the

surrounding built environment; and optimise the potential of a site to

accommodate an appropriate amount of development.
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6.34 Paragraph 130 of the Framework states that planning permission ‘should be

refused for development of poor design that fails to take the opportunities

available for improving the character and quality of an area and the way it

functions …’43.

6.35 CS Policy 17 does not give rise to conflict with any specific part of the

Framework, or the Framework taken as a whole. On the contrary, CS Policy 17

is entirely consistent with the Framework and, if anything, in light of the current

Government consultation on the National Model Design Code, perhaps could

go further in prioritising the creation of beautiful buildings and places. CS Policy

17 attracts full statutory weight in the determination of Appeal F.

Policy EN1

6.36 The Development Plan in Preston also includes the Local Plan. Policy EN1 of

the Local Plan relates to development within an area of open countryside, as

shown on the accompanying Policies Map. Site specific details, including site

and location plans, for the appeal proposals are contained within the proofs of

James Mercer and Ben Sandover. However it is true to say all the appeal sites

are exclusively designated as open countryside on the Policies Map44.

6.37 Policy EN1 clearly states that development within the open countryside will be

limited to:

43 National Planning Policy Framework (2019), Paragraph 130
44 CD HA3: Preston Local Plan Policies Map, July 2015
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6.37.1 Development required for agriculture, forestry or other uses appropriate

to the rural areas which help to diversify the rural economy (for example farm

diversification proposals).

6.37.2 The re-use or re-habitation of existing buildings.

6.37.3 Infilling within groups of buildings in smaller rural settlements.

6.38 The policy also exempts development permissible under Policy HS4 (Rural

Exception Affordable Housing) and Policy HS5 (Rural Workers’ Dwellings in the

Open Countryside) of the Local Plan.

6.39 Policy EN1 clearly and unanswerably restricts development which takes place

within the open countryside and constrains the release of open countryside land

for housing development. Given the open countryside abuts the boundary of

existing settlements, it also helps to define the boundaries of those settlements.

Policy EN1 however is entirely in conformity with CS Policy 1 and serves to

assist the spatial strategy for growth by limiting development within the open

countryside to that permissible in part (f) of CS Policy 1.

6.40 In addition to the relevant parts of the Framework already identified, which are

either wholly, or in part, relevant to Policy EN1, Paragraph 170 of the

Framework asks planning policies and decisions to contribute to the

enhancement of the natural and local environment by, amongst other things

“recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside”45.

45 National Planning Policy Framework (2019), Paragraph 170(b)
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6.41 Policy EN1 does not give rise to any inconsistency with any specific part of the

Framework, or the Framework taken as a whole. Policy EN1 is entirely

consistent with the spatial strategy for growth contained within CS Policy 1,

which in turn accords with Framework. Policy EN1 attracts full statutory weight

in the determination of these appeals.

Summary & Conclusions

6.42 As set out in paragraph 6.21 of this proof, CS Policy 1 and Local Plan Policy

EN1 provide a spatial strategy for growth and a protective approach to the

release of land for development in the open countryside based on a housing

requirement in Preston of 507 net additional homes a year, or 8,112 net

additional homes over the plan period. As such the boundaries of all the

settlements and the housing allocations within Preston were planned for and

fixed in the current Local Plan on the basis of this level of housing growth.

6.43 The current standard methodology local housing need figure for Preston is 250

net additional homes a year. This is less than half of the level of housing growth

a year planned for in the Local Plan. Against the standard methodology local

housing need figure the Council can, at October 2020, demonstrate a 13.6 year

supply of deliverable housing land.

6.44 Given the local housing need figure is significantly lower than the Development

Plan housing requirement figure it is entirely logical to arrive at a conclusion

whereby the spatial strategy for growth, along with accompanying protective

policies in Local Plan remain valid and up to date. In these circumstances the

boundaries of villages and settlements are not constraining the release of land

for housing development to a point which is preventing the Council from
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achieving its standard methodology local housing need. There is no obvious

need to revisit village and settlement boundaries, or the extent of open

countryside in these circumstances.

6.45 In line with the comprehensive analysis given in paragraphs 6.25 to 6.30 of this

proof, I do not consider that in using the standard methodology local housing

need figure and not the CS Policy 4 housing requirement the Council’s

Development Plan as a whole or the most important policies for determining the

appeals are rendered out of date or inconsistent with the Framework. On the

contrary, the spatial strategy, CS Policy 1, the settlement boundaries and Policy

EN1 remain up to date and consistent with the Framework because there is no

need for housing in locations proposed by these appeals, which promote

significant numbers of housing outside small rural settlements.

6.46 Whilst Policy EN1 accords with CS Policy 1, it is an independent policy which

forms part of the Local Plan in Preston. Whilst the other Central Lancashire

authorities have corresponding policies in their respective Local Plans, Policy

EN1 applies only to proposals in the open countryside in Preston.

6.47 I note that in the Pear Tree Lane appeal, whilst the Inspector judged CS Policy

1 to be up to date, he did determine that the relevant Chorley Local Plan policy

in that case (Policy BNE3: Areas of Land Safeguarded for Future Development

Needs) was out of date. He arrived at this conclusion because the standard

methodology local housing need figure for Chorley is significantly greater than

the Development Plan housing requirement and that the LPA could not

demonstrate a five year housing land supply because of the constraints of

safeguarded land.
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6.48 Policy BNE3 is a different policy in a different LPA with a different five year

housing land supply. Even if it were considered to be an equivalent to Policy

EN1 (which it is not, as Policy BNE2: Development in the Area of Other Open

Countryside would be), the Inspector clearly arrived at the conclusion Policy

BNE3 was out of date in that appeal on the basis that the standard methodology

local housing need figure in Chorley exceeded the housing requirement in the

Development Plan. On the basis that Policy BNE3 safeguards land for future

(not current) development needs the Inspector noted that “the restriction on the

development of Safeguarded Land in Policy BNE3 is preventing the Council

from being able to provide an adequate housing land supply, against its

standard method LHN within the current plan period to 2026”46. In Preston the

situation is the exact opposite to that in Chorley in this regard.

6.49 An Inspector concluding that an independently produced Development Plan

policy, in a different Local Plan and different LPA does not bear materially, if at

all, on the issue of whether or not Policy EN1 is out of date. That is before one

considers the entirely different scenario with regards local housing need and

five year supply in Chorley in comparison to Preston.

6.50 The housing land supply situation in Preston means quite simply that the

current spatial strategy for growth can more than satisfy development needs.

In my professional opinion, the only reasonable conclusion one can therefore

arrive at is that neither CS Policy 1 nor Policy EN1 of the Local Plan are out of

date for the purposes of decision making in Preston and, given both policies

are consistent with the Framework, they attract full statutory weight in the

decision making process.

46 CD HB1: APP/D2320/W/20/3247136, Land at Pear Tree Lane, Euxton, Chorley (Paragraph 49)
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6.51 As such the most important policies for determining these appeals are CS

Policy 1, CS Policy 4, Policy EN1 and in the case of Appeal F only, CS Policy

17. For the reasons I have provided, CS Policy 4 is out of date on the whole,

and should not attract any material weight in the determination of these appeals

as the basis for the calculation of housing land supply (for the purposes of

Paragraph 73 of the Framework). CS Policy 1, CS Policy 17 and Policy EN1

however are not out of date; do not give rise to any conflict with the Framework;

and, even in circumstances where one considers a comparison between the

housing requirement of CS Policy 4 and the standard methodology local

housing need, for the aforementioned reasons, the policies remain valid and

sound.

6.52 CS Policy 1, CS Policy 17 and Policy EN1 therefore attract full statutory weight

in the determination of these appeals.
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7. CS POLICY MP AND LOCAL PLAN POLICY V1

7.1 During the recent Public Inquiry in Preston relating to an appeal against the

refusal of planning permission for residential development at Cardwell Farm

Barton, the appellants made reference to CS Policy MP and Policy V1 of the

Local Plan in support of their case that the “tilted balance” ought to be engaged

in the decision making process where any one of the relevant Development

Plan policies are considered to be out of date.

7.2 It is noteworthy that in the decision letter47 for the Cardwell Farm, the Inspector

gave little merit to this line of argument, stating at Paragraph 67 of the decision

letter ‘these policies are not consistent with paragraph 11 of the Framework as

they reflect the wording of the 2012 version’. However given the content of

Section 5 of this proof and specifically the Council’s decision to challenge the

lawfulness of the decision, for completeness I shall continue to deal with this

matter in detail.

7.3 CS Policy MP states:

“When considering development proposals the Council will take a positive
approach that reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable development
contained in the National Planning Policy Framework. It will always work
proactively with applicants jointly to find solutions which mean that proposals
can be approved wherever possible, and to secure development that improves
the economic, social and environmental conditions in the area.

Planning applications that accord with the policies in this Local Plan (and,
where relevant with policies in the neighbourhood plans) will be approved
without delay, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

Where there are no policies relevant to the application or relevant policies are
out of date at the time of making the decision then the Council will grant
permission unless material considerations indicate otherwise-taking into
account whether:

47 CD HB23: APP/N2345/W/20/3258889, Land at Cardwell Farm, Garstang Road, Barton, Preston, PR3
5DR
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a) any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in
the National Planning Policy Framework taken as a whole; or

b) specific policies in that Framework indicate that development should be
restricted.”

7.4 The purpose of CS Policy MP is stated at Paragraph 2.2 of the Core Strategy

to be a clarification of the ‘operational relationship between the plan and

national policy’. National policy at that time being in the form of the 2012 version

of the Framework.

7.5 I consider it imperative that CS Policy MP is read in conjunction with the

equivalent Local Plan policy, Policy V1. Policy V1, adopted three years later

than CS Policy MP states:

“When considering development proposals the Council will take a positive
approach that reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable development
contained in the Framework. The Council will always work proactively with
applicants jointly to find solutions which mean that proposals can be approved
wherever possible, and to secure development that improves the economic,
social and environmental conditions in the area.
Planning applications that accord with the policies in this Local Plan (and where
relevant, policies in neighbourhood plans) will be approved without delay,
unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

Where there are no statutory development plan policies relevant to the
application or relevant policies are out of date at the time of making the decision
then the Council will grant permission unless material considerations indicate
otherwise, taking into account whether:

a) any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the
Framework taken as a whole and those contained in the Core Strategy; or

b) specific policies in the Framework and Core Strategy indicate that
development should be restricted.”
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7.6 Both CS Policy MP and Policy V1 of the Local Plan are constructed around the

presumption in favour of sustainable development (the “tilted balance”) as set

out in the 2012 version of the Framework. The Framework has, as a matter of

fact, been subject to an update, most recently in February 2019. The specific

content and wording of the “tilted balance” has changed, and I will discuss in

due course the implications of this, in my opinion, in terms of the consistency

of these policies with the Framework and consequently the weight which they

attract. It is common ground48 between the Council and the Appellants that

neither CS Policy MP nor Policy V1 are amongst the most important policies for

determining these appeals. Indeed further than that, it is common ground

between the Council and all Appellants that neither policy is relevant to the

determination of these appeals.

7.7 To begin with, I feel it is important to make clear the implications of Section

38(5) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. Section 38(5) is

clear that where a policy in the Development Plan for an area conflicts with

another policy in the Development Plan ‘the conflict must be resolved in favour

of the policy which is contained in the last document to become part of the

development plan’. In this case Policy V1 became part of the Development Plan

in 2015, three years after CS Policy MP. As such any conflict or tensions

between the two ought to be resolved in favour of Policy V1. I will come on to

the implications of adopting this approach in due course.

7.8 Notably, the matter of CS Policy MP and Policy V1 was addressed in another

appeal in Preston, the decision of which was published in April 2018. The

appeal was a conjoined appeal involving two sites south of the village of

Broughton, namely Keyfold Farm and Sandygate Lane49.

48 CD HD3: Agreed Conjoined Statement of Common Ground, March 2021
49 CD HB21: APP/N2345/W/17/3179177, Keyfold Farm, 430 Garstang Road, Broughton
CD HB22: APP/N2345/W/17/3179105, Land off Sandy Gate Lane, Broughton, Preston
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7.9 Broadly speaking, the position of one of the appellants to that appeal was that,

on the basis that CS Policy MP enshrined the “tilted balance” within the

Development Plan, in the absence of a five year supply of deliverable housing

land, or if any relevant Development Plan policy were out of date, the

determination process defaults entirely to the provisions of the Framework and

the Development Plan as a whole is effectively obsolete (although I accept this

doesn’t appear to be the Appellant’s case in these appeals).

7.10 The Inspector gave this matter considerable attention in his decision letter, and,

whilst reducing the weight he attached to Policy V1 due to ‘small but potentially

significant inconsistencies’ between the policy and the Framework at that time,

he nevertheless drew attention to Policy V1 in his assessment of the

Development Plan taken as a whole. In doing so, at Paragraphs 28 and 29 of

the decision letter he highlights the distinct differences in the more recently

adopted policy, namely (my emphases added):

 That in reference to absent and out of date policies, Policy V1 clarifies

that this is a reference to policies in the statutory Development Plan.

 That in determining whether to grant planning permission or otherwise,

the adverse impacts would be weighed against the Framework taken as

a whole and the policies of the Core Strategy, including an assessment

as to whether a specific part of the Framework and the Core Strategy

indicate development should be restricted.

7.11 The Inspector, rightly in my opinion, determined that it was not the intention of

Policy V1 to default all decisions to the Framework in circumstances where the

“tilted balance” is engaged; other policies of the Development Plan ought to be

factored in to an overall decision. Indeed this matter was addressed in the

Supreme Court Judgement in Suffolk Coastal District Council -v- Hopkins

Homes Ltd and Richborough Estates Partnership LLP -v- Cheshire East

Borough Council50 addressing Court of Appeal decisions on the interpretation

50 CD HC8: [2017] UKSC 37 (Appendix B)
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of the application of the “tilted balance”. Here Lord Carnwath, at Paragraph 14

of the judgement makes clear that the “tilted balance” ‘is to be read as including

related Development Plan policies as it is ‘clearly not intended to, detract from

the priority given by statute to the development plan’. Further at Paragraph 85

of the judgement Lord Gill remarks that in displacement of the “tilted balance”

one must assess the adverse impacts of granting planning permission against

the policies in the Framework taken as a whole, and that this does not mean

only policies which originate in the Framework but ‘also the development plan

policies to which the Framework refers’.

7.12 The concluding remarks of the Inspector in the Keyfold Farm and Sandygate

Lane appeals in relation to CS Policy MP are decisive and determinative to my

mind, and I don’t need or intend to extrapolate any further. The emphases

below are mine.

“31. That said, I am not persuaded, all things considered, that Mr Fraser’s
submissions lead anywhere beyond a need for the above analysis of
development plan policy, bearing in mind that, whilst the effect of paragraph
49 of the Framework concerning housing land is clear in its effect, the
Framework is also emphatic as to the importance of the system being
plan-led and it is well established law that engagement of the presumption in
favour of sustainable development does not render policies in the
development plan irrelevant, but rather affects the weight which the decision
maker should consider according to them. Indeed, if Policy MP is intended to
have the effect claimed by Mr Fraser it would itself be wholly inconsistent
with the Framework to the extent that the latter supports the plan-led
system.

32. The correct approach in circumstances where paragraph 14 of the
Framework is potentially engaged, as here, is not therefore to entirely
disregard the policies of the development plan, as Mr Fraser advocates, but
rather, in the exercise of planning judgement, to consider the weight to be
accorded to potentially determinative policies, alongside other material
considerations, within the balance set by paragraph 14. That is the approach I
therefore follow in the determination of both appeals A and B.”

7.13 I turn now to the point of consistency between CS Policy MP and Policy V1 with

the 2019 Framework. In the aforementioned Cardwell Farm appeal, the

appellant relied heavily on the reference to ‘relevant’ policies set out in CS

Policy MP and the 2012 Framework. First and foremost, it is my view that
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interpretation of CS Policy MP is misplaced. The suggestion being made was

that the implication of the policy wording engages the “tilted balance” if only one

relevant policy for determining the appeal is out of date, in this case CS Policy

4. Whilst this is theoretically possible, I believe if that was the true intention of

CS Policy MP the policy would say ‘Where there are no policies relevant to the

application or a relevant policy is out of date …’. The truth is that in this

respect CS Policy MP is written in plural, and whilst this embraces the singular,

it does presume that more than one relevant policy would be out of date to

engage the “tilted balance” and the full rigours of the presumption in favour of

sustainable development. The policy certainly does not explicitly state that the

“tilted balance” will be engaged when a single policy is out of date (as a matter

of objective interpretation).

7.14 It is notable that this precise point was addressed by Mr Justice Dove in the

High Court judgement in Wavendon Properties Limited and the Secretary

of State for Housing Communities and Local Government and Milton

Keynes Council51. In addressing the arguments put before him, Mr Justice

Dove discusses the interpretation of the Framework and the application of the

“tilted balance” when one, or any of the most important policies for determining

an application has been found to be out of date. Mr Justice Dove clearly

concludes at Paragraph 58 of the judgement that the right and proper

assessment is to establish which are the policies most important for determining

the application, examine each one of them in relation to whether they are out

of date or not and finally formulate an overall judgement as to whether the most

important policies taken as a whole are out of date thereby engaging the “tilted

balance”. Mr Justice Dove makes clear that this approach is consistent with

Framework’s emphasis ‘that the decision-taking process should be plan-led’.

This process is not, according to Mr Justice Dove ‘a rule nor tick box instruction’,

rather it is an ‘exercise of planning judgement’.

51 CD HC3: [2019] EWHC 1524 (Admin)
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7.15 In any event, it is my view that in assessing consistency between CS Policy MP

and Policy V1 of the Local Plan with specific parts of the Framework, and the

Framework taken as a whole, there are direct conflicts which render both

policies out of date and result in neither policy attracting material weight in the

determination of these appeals. Whilst there are a number of changes to the

“tilted balance” when one compares Paragraph 14 of the 2012 Framework with

Paragraph 11 of the 2019 Framework the most fundamental is the change in

reference to policies of the Development Plan.

7.16 Paragraph 14 of the 2012 Framework stated that the “tilted balance” would be

engaged ‘where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant policies are

out-of-date’. The equivalent section of current Paragraph 11 reads that the

“tilted balance” is engaged ‘where there are no relevant development plan

policies, or the policies which are most important for determining the application

are out-of-date’. The language of the 2019 Framework is quite deliberately, and

materially, different.

7.17 The change in reference from ‘relevant’ policies to the ‘most important’ policies

is stark. A vast array of Development Plan policies could be deemed as

‘relevant’ to the determination of a planning application, this cannot be said for

the ‘most important’ policies. The changes to the “tilted balance” since the 2012

Framework materially changes its application in decision-making.

7.18 If one were to apply CS Policy MP and Policy V1 to these appeals, the changes

to the Framework since CS Policy MP was adopted could create an absurd

scenario whereby, hypothetically speaking, a solitary relevant out of date policy

which is not one of the most important policies for determining an application,

would engage the “tilted balance”, an approach which is entirely contrary to

Paragraph 11(d) of the Framework, the plan-led system which the Framework

generally envisages, and the assessment provided by Mr Justice Dove in the

Wavendon Properties Ltd judgement previously referenced.
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7.19 As such, it is my firm view that CS Policy MP and Policy V1 are in direct conflict

with the Framework and are therefore out of date and carry no material weight

in the determination of these appeals.
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8. WHETHER THE “TILTED BALANCE” IS ENGAGED

8.1 I now consider, based on the evidence I have provided, whether it is appropriate

or not to engage the “tilted balance” in the determination of these appeals.

8.2 As set out in this proof, against the current local housing need figure of 250 net

additional dwellings per year, at 1st October 2020 the Council can demonstrate

a 13.6 year supply of deliverable housing land. For reasons which relate to

housing land supply, the “tilted balance” is therefore clearly not engaged.

8.3 As for the route into the application of the tilted planning balance which does

not relate to the adequacy of supply, following the approach set down by Mr

Justice Dove in the High Court judgement in Wavendon Properties Limited

and the Secretary of State for Housing Communities and Local

Government and Milton Keynes Council52, the process for determining

whether to engage the “tilted balance” is comprised of three distinct steps.

8.4 Firstly one must establish which the policies most important for determining the

appeals are. Secondly each of those policies must be examined in relation to

the question of whether or not they are out of date, by reference to the

Framework. Thirdly, and finally, an overall judgement must be formed as to

whether or not, taken as a whole (often referred to as the “basket” of most

important policies), these policies are to be regarded as out of date for the

purpose of the decision.

52 CD HC3: [2019] EWHC 1524 (Admin)
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8.5 As has been set out earlier in this proof, and as agreed by all parties to the

appeals, the “basket” of most important policies for the determination of

Appeals A, B, C, D, E and G is comprised of three Development Plan policies,

namely; CS Policy 1, CS Policy 4 and Policy EN1 of the Local Plan. For Appeal

F, an additional Development Plan policy, CS Policy 17 is also within the

“basket” of most important policies, alongside CS Policy 1, CS Policy 4 and

Policy EN1.

8.6 From that “basket” of most important policies, my evidence has set out the

Council’s position that whilst CS Policy 4 should be considered as out of date,

certainly for the purposes of establishing the Council’s housing requirement,

CS Policy 1, CS Policy 17 and Policy EN1 of the Local Plan are not out of date.

The policies are not out of date for inter alia two main reasons. Firstly, the

standard methodology local housing need figure for Preston (and when

aggregated across Central Lancashire) is below the CS Policy 4 housing

requirement meaning that the spatial strategy for growth and protection of open

countryside in Preston is not artificially constraining the release of land for

housing development. Secondly, none of the policies give rise to a conflict with

a specific part of the Framework, or the Framework when taken as a whole.

Thirdly, the different spatial distribution in LHN across the HMA does not result

in any need for greenfield housing sites outside rural settlements, whether to

meet the needs of Preston, Chorley, South Ribble or at all.

8.7 Considering the “basket” as a whole, only one of the three most important

Development Plan policies for determining Appeals A, B, C, D, E and G is out

of date, and only one of the four most important Development Plan policies for

determining Appeal F is out of date. The policies which are not out of date

include policies which go to the heart of the principle of the developments

proposed by the appeals. Accordingly, it is my firm opinion that the “tilted

balance” is not engaged for the purposes of determining these appeals.
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8.8 Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 states that if

regard is to be had to the Development Plan for the purpose of any

determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the Development Plan is

the starting point in that determination, and that determination must be in

accordance with the Development Plan unless material considerations indicate

otherwise.

8.9 I have explored in detail the status of CS Policy 1, CS Policy 17 and Policy EN1

within this proof. The Council can demonstrate a 13.6 year supply of deliverable

housing land and therefore in applying the standard, or “flat” Planning Balance

for the determination of these appeals those policies ought to attract significant

weight in a plan-led planning system.

8.10 If, which is strongly denied, the “tilted balance” applies for reasons not

connected to five year supply, it is considered that CS Policy 1, CS Policy 17

and Policy EN1 would continue to attract significant weight in the application of

the “tilted balance”. Indeed it is my view that, in the presence of a 13.6 year

supply of deliverable housing land, and in the knowledge that in using the

standard methodology local housing need figure the level of housing growth in

Preston, and aggregated across Central Lancashire, is lower than that

contained within the out of date CS Policy 4, the weight to be attributed to CS

Policy 1, CS Policy 17 and Policy EN1 is not materially different in a “tilted

balance” scenario to a standard, or “flat” Planning Balance scenario.

8.11 A clear distinction must be drawn between the application of the “tilted balance”

and the weight to be attributed to the most important Development Plan policies

in a scenario where an LPA cannot demonstrate a five year supply of

deliverable housing land compared to circumstances where the “tilted balance”

is engaged for reasons not connected to housing land supply. In the absence
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of a five year supply of deliverable housing land, a principal consideration is to

boost significantly the supply of housing, in line with Government objectives. If

the “tilted balance” is engaged for reasons not connected to housing land

supply, and a 13.6 year supply of deliverable housing land exists using the

Government’s own mechanism for boosting significantly the supply of housing

(the standard methodology), as would be the case here, the most important

Development Plan policies which are not out of date, and are in conformity with

the Framework, must nonetheless attract significant weight.

8.12 Paragraph 8 of the Framework is clear, in that the need to promote sustainable

development involves bringing forward the right type of development in the right

place, with accessible services whilst protecting and enhancing the natural

environment and making effective use of land. Approving developments which

are at odds with an up-to-date spatial strategy for growth, whilst the Council can

demonstrate a 13.6 year supply of deliverable housing land would fail to meet

the overarching objectives of sustainable development enshrined in national

policy, in a scenario where the “tilted balance” is engaged.
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9. CUMULATIVE IMPACT

9.1 On 7 January 2021 an urgent item53 was taken to the Council's Planning

Committee seeking Member approval for a second reason for refusal to be

added to the Goosnargh appeal sites (Appeals A, B, C, D and E). Appeal G

was reported separately to Planning Committee in January 2021 and

incorporated the same second reason for refusal. The second reason for refusal

related to officer’s views on the cumulative impacts of the appeal sites on the

basis that this public inquiry could result in all six appeal proposals being

granted planning permission simultaneously.

9.2 This section of my proof only relates to Appeals A, B, C, D, E and G.

9.3 The second reason for refusal reads as follows:

“The cumulative impacts of the proposal and other proposals adjacent to
Goosnargh, which are the subject of current planning applications/appeals,
would result in a radical change to the character of the rural village. Not only
would the scale of development proposed by the application proposal and other
proposals collectively destroy its character as a rural settlement and its intimate
relationship with the surrounding countryside, by surrounding the village on all
sides with suburban new development, but they would also represent rapid and
unsustainable unplanned growth, which would be inappropriate and contrary to
the aims of Policy 1 of the Core Strategy and Policy EN1 of the Local Plan,
which seek to limit development in such rural locations to small scale, infill
development. The need to promote sustainable development, set out in
paragraph 8 of the Framework, involves bringing forward land of the right type
in the right place with accessible services. By virtue of the location of application
proposal, and other proposals adjacent to Goosnargh, the proposed
development would demonstrably fail to do this. The proposed development is
contrary to Policy 1 of the Central Lancashire Core Strategy, Policy EN1 of the
Preston Local Plan 2012-26 (Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies) and the National Planning Policy Framework.”

53 CD HD5: Urgent Item Introducing Reason for Refusal 2 (Appeals A-E), January 2021
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9.4 At this stage there is a need to explain why the Council has not, prior to its

Statement of Case for the inquiry, raised cumulative impact as an issue

requiring attention. In doing so, it is worthwhile noting that when the appeals (A

– E) were refused by Planning Committee in February 2020, given this was the

first time the appeal sites were determined simultaneously from a decision-

making perspective, the Council did consider the benefits of establishing an

assessment of the cumulative impacts of all the developments proposed on the

character and value of Goosnargh as a rural village, and the cumulative impacts

on the contravention to the spatial strategy for growth in the Development Plan.

This much is clear from paragraph 3.4 of the aforementioned urgent report to

Planning Committee in January 2021.

9.5 I think it is fair to say that, at the time, the Council perceived little merit in

pursuing this course of action, the benefits certainly did not outweigh the

drawbacks (in officer resource terms) given the applications were all

recommended for refusal on the basis of contravention of the Development

Plan.

9.6 The situation now is fundamentally different. As the appeal sites, including now

Appeal G, are being considered simultaneously in one public inquiry, I consider,

as a professional town planner, that it would be rather absurd to not assess the

impact of the appeal proposals, cumulatively. In this regard I note that none of

the appellants have paid any more than lip service to this matter, and indeed

raised challenges to the Council’s decision to bring this matter to the attention

of the inquiry. The cumulative impact of six proposals on a rural settlement is

self-evidently an important consideration in the determination of these appeals

by the Inspector.
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9.7 Whilst the Council has faced criticism from the appellants that this matter has

not previously been considered, I believe that criticism carries with it no merit

whatsoever. Indeed, whilst the history of all the appeal sites is well known, the

truth is that the original applications for all the appeals concerning Goosnargh

were submitted separately to the Council over a period of approximately 12

months, and as such they were all (with the exception of Appeals C and D),

reported to different meetings of Planning Committee, again over the course of

approximately 12 months. In this way, the duty of the Council to consider each

planning application on its own merits comes to the fore. As I have said, this

inquiry represents the first real opportunity to give consideration to the

cumulative impacts of the appeal sites.

9.8 In order to assist in the assessment of cumulative impact I shall firstly set out

the context by explaining the brief history of the village to date, its origins and

value as a rural settlement and the current position with regards its size and

scale. In order to assist, my points are helpfully illustrated with reference to the

map image regression set out in Appendix A to this proof.

Origins and Historic Form of Goosnargh

9.9 The origins of the village date back to the thirteenth century, although at that

time documented evidence indicates it was a very sparsely populated rural area

based around the Church of St Mary located at the northern extent of the current

village. The village was enlarged in the late sixteenth century.

9.10 By the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century the church and the northern

part of the village very much became the historic core. By the mid nineteenth

century Goosnargh village comprised a small clustered settlement around the
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church with sporadic linear development extending south on Church Lane, west

along Goosnargh Lane and west/east along Whittingham Lane. At this time the

surrounding land was characterised by named farmsteads, such as Swainsons

and Bradcroft and to the south of Whittingham Lane was the large estate of

Whittingham Hall. The map extract image (Circa 1840s) within Appendix A

provides a visual representation of the village at this time.

9.11 By the late nineteenth century (Appendix A – ‘Circa 1890s’ image) further

limited (organic) infilling had occurred along Church Lane and Whittingham

Lane, with accompanying sporadic natural growth. Throughout the middle of

the twentieth century (Appendix A – ‘Circa 1930/1933’, ‘Circa 1938/1940’

images) we start to see the linear pattern of development along Church Lane

beginning to dominate the character of the village. However it was only in the

aftermath of World War 2 that significant growth in the village form occurred –

albeit this was limited to small scale linear/ribbon frontage development along

the western side of Church Lane, Whittingham Lane and Goosnargh Lane

(Appendix A – ‘Circa 1955/1958’, ‘Circa 1960/1968’ images).

9.12 During the 1970s a period of significant expansion of the village occurred. New

residential estates (on a modern cul-de-sac overlay basis) west of Church Lane

and north of Whittingham Lane were developed, including for example

Churchgate, Parkgate and Beacon Drive). However since that time

development has been limited.

Current Form of Goosnargh

9.13 Currently the village remains contained by the three main roads of Goosnargh

Lane in the north, Whittingham Lane in the south and the curved spine road of
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Church Lane linking the two and extending north to the Church and the cluster

of buildings which form the historic core to the north east of the village

(Appendix A – ‘Present Day + Appeal Sites’).

9.14 Whilst the modern cul-de-sac estate developments on the western side of the

village have a definite and well-defined character, this remains distinct from how

the remainder of the village is appreciated. There remains a visual sense of the

rural surroundings and the historic form of the largely linear settlement when

moving around the roads and lanes of the village. There remains, in my view,

a strong value placed on Goosnargh as a rural village both in the way it is

viewed and perceived by residents and visitors alike.

9.15 At the time of the last census the population of the village was recorded as

1,072 residents. Within the settlement boundary of Goosnargh as defined on

the Policies Map of the Local Plan there are currently 532 dwellings.

Assessment

9.16 With reference to the ‘Present Day + Appeal Sites’ plan in Appendix A; Appeals

A and B incorporate development directly to the south of the linear pattern of

development along Whittingham Lane, to the south of the village. Appeals C

and D incorporate the development of land to the north east of the village, on

the approach into the village along Goosnargh Lane. Appeal E incorporates the

filling in of open land immediately to the east of linear development fronting

Church Lane. Finally Appeal G incorporates the development of land to the

west of the ‘more’ modern 1970s cul-de-sac development to the west of Church

Lane.
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9.17 In totality, the appeal proposals incorporate 557 dwellings immediately

adjacent to the existing village outside the settlement boundary. Cumulatively,

if allowed, the appeal proposals would, simultaneously, represent a 105%

increase in the number of dwellings within the village. Essentially they would

double the size of the village. This is the antithesis of CS Policy 1, which

restricts rural settlements such as Goosnargh to small scale development,

which is limited to appropriate infilling etc. Working on a nationally assumed

rate of 2.4 people per household the appeal proposals, cumulatively, could

(again simultaneously) add a potential 1,337 residents to the population of the

village. This, based on the last census count would represent a 125% increase

to the existing population of the village.

9.18 In my professional view this would represent an unprecedented and rapid scale

of growth to the village. A scale of growth which outpaces the historic and

organic growth of Goosnargh immeasurably, contrary to the spatial strategy and

Local Plan.

9.19 By virtue of their siting (broadly encircling the village envelope, as shown on the

‘Present Day + Appeal Sites’ plan in Appendix A), the appeal proposals would,

cumulatively, produce a suburban ring of modern estate development around

the settlement and would prevent the historic natural and organic growth of the

village from continuing. The ability for future smaller sites, with a lesser impact

on the built form of the village, to come forward in the context of a wider

appreciation of the rural environment the village sits within would be

circumvented.

9.20 The character of a rural village, or any settlement for that matter, is self-

evidently partly encapsulated by its origins and pace/scale of growth through

time. The character of Goosnargh is therefore driven, in part, by the organic,
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small scale development which it has experienced over the course of several

hundred years. It is unthinkable that repeating this same scale of growth in a

mere fraction of the time that it has taken for Goosnargh to arrive at this point

in its history, would not irreversibly damage the character that the village has

established to date.

9.21 Fundamental to achieving sustainable development is the need to create high

quality buildings and places. Paragraph 130 of the Framework states that

development of poor design ‘that fails to take opportunities for improving the

character and quality of an area and the way it functions’ should be refused.

Cumulatively the appeal proposals would have a significant impact on the

character of the village, resulting in the harmful suburbanisation of its essential

rural character. The proposals would lead to anyplace development which

erodes, rather than reinforces, rural village character. Appeals C and D provide

a useful illustrative example of the widespread implications of the appeal

proposals. The approach to the village travelling east on Goosnargh Lane is

typical of the rural character of the surrounding land, with Swainson Farm

occupying a prominent position at the entry point into the village. These appeal

proposals would, if allowed, create a marked and irreversible suburbanised

approach into the village, paying scant regard to the value of the village as a

rural settlement.

9.22 Central to my assessment here is the speed at which the growth proposed

would be undertaken. As I have set out, the historic evolution of Goosnargh

from a sparse rural settlement to the rural village it is today has been the product

of several hundred years of small scale, organic progression. Cumulatively the

appeal proposals would, as stated, speed up this progression at an

unprecedented and unsustainable pace; what has taken several hundred years

to date could take less than a decade to be repeated. In my view, that is the

very definition of destruction of character of a village and is wholly contrary to

widespread and accepted models of how rural settlements change over time.
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9.23 Overall it is my view that, cumulatively, the appeals propose a scale of

development which is entirely at odds with the scale of the current village; fail

to pay regard to the historic natural and organic growth of the village; and, would

represent unsustainable, unplanned growth which would erode the sense of

place and character of the village to the extent that it would be irreversibly

damaged.

Cumulative Impact to the Development Plan Spatial Strategy

9.24 The developments proposed fundamentally contravene the Development Plan

as a whole, and the spatial strategy for growth contained within it.

9.25 As I have set out in Section 6 of this proof, CS Policy 1 is one of the most

important policies for determining these appeals. CS Policy 1 is not out of date

and is in full accordance with the Framework. CS Policy 1 provides the spatial

strategy and hierarchy for growth across Central Lancashire to deliver,

proportionally, a level of growth which is proportional to the position of a

settlement on the hierarchy. Importantly, as I have set out, that spatial strategy

for growth is based on a scale of development, in housing terms, which is

predicated on a CS Policy 4 annual housing requirement of 507 net additional

homes every year in Preston.

9.26 The Core Strategy is clear that ‘there are a variety of flourishing villages

throughout Central Lancashire including: Broughton, Grimsargh and

Goosnargh in Preston; Longton, Higher Walton, Coupe Green and Gregson

Lane in South Ribble; Eccleston, Croston, Bretherton, Hoghton, Wheelton and

Brinscall/Withnell in Chorley’54 and that ‘many of the small rural settlements

54 CD HA1: Central Lancashire Core Strategy (July 2012), Paragraph 3.5
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across Central Lancashire contain buildings of modest proportions’55. The Core

Strategy is clear in its aims to ‘ensure that growth and investment take place in

the most sustainable locations’56 and in doing so establishes an appropriate

distribution of development across the main locations contained in CS Policy 1.

9.27 The position of Goosnargh in the CS Policy 1 hierarchy of growth, as previously

stated, is at part (f) in the policy. In other words, at the bottom of the hierarchy,

in areas the Core Strategy refers to as ‘other settlements’. Here, the CS Policy

1 spatial strategy for growth across Central Lancashire envisages (as set out in

paragraph 6.15.4 of this proof) that development will be “small scale and limited

to appropriate infilling, conversion of buildings and proposals to meet local

need, unless there are exceptional reasons for larger scale redevelopment

schemes”. Indeed these points are further put forward in the supporting text to

CS Policy 1 which states that ‘outside of the main urban area and service

centres there are many smaller settlements. In the interests of sustainable

development, growth and investment should be confined here to small scale

infill and the change of use or conversion of existing buildings’57.

9.28 Neither individually, nor cumulatively, do the appeal proposals represent small

scale development, infill development, conversions of existing buildings nor

proposals to meet local need. The appellants have not tabled any exceptional

reason why the appeal schemes should be approved cumulatively contrary to

the Development Plan, and indeed even if they had, that would still fail to meet

the requirements of CS Policy 1 as none of the appeal proposals represent

redevelopment opportunities.

55 CD HA1: Central Lancashire Core Strategy (July 2012), Paragraph 3.8
56 CD HA1: Central Lancashire Core Strategy (July 2012), Paragraph 5.20
57 CD HA1: Central Lancashire Core Strategy (July 2012), Paragraph 5.53
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9.29 In truth the appeal sites, individually and cumulatively, represent large scale,

new build development outside of the village boundary and in the designated

open countryside. If there are degrees of conflict with the Development Plan, it

is quite clear to me that cumulatively, the appeals before this inquiry, in

principle, could not be more in conflict with the spatial strategy and the

Development Plan if they tried.

9.30 As previously stated, cumulatively the appeal proposals would result in the

addition of 557 new dwellings to a village which, in total, is currently comprised

of 532 dwellings. In this way the appellants are asking the Inspector to facilitate

a 105% increase in the dwelling stock completely outside of the plan-making

process. I would respectfully suggest that this is, quite simply, the antithesis of

the plan-led approach, which lies at the heart of the statutory test (Section

38(6)) and sustainable development (in the Framework). It is absurd.

9.31 I cannot express strongly enough that, as a professional town planner with

responsibility for plan-making in the administrative area of Preston, my utter

disappointment at the rapid, unsustainable and unplanned growth being

proposed collectively by the appellants, just because there is (at best for the

Appellants) a 4.95 year supply, which could indeed be addressed in any event

by the consent at Cardwell Farm (should the legal challenge fail). What is being

proposed here is nothing more than a series of ad hoc development proposals

which have been formulated without any regard to the overall cumulative effect

on the community and its residents. None of the appellants have submitted any

information to date which suggests to the contrary. It is inconceivable that this

is an approach which would be countenanced through the Development Plan

process.
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9.32 As I have set out elsewhere in my proof, the Council can demonstrate a 13.6

year supply of deliverable housing land, against a local housing need figure

calculated using the Governments standard methodology formula. This local

housing need figure is less than half of the annual housing requirement set out

in CS Policy 4, and therefore less than half the growth which the spatial strategy

in CS Policy 1 facilitates and provides for. That spatial strategy for growth is not

out of date and remains entirely valid. Put simply, the level of growth proposed

cumulatively by the appeal proposals can satisfactorily be accommodated

within the spatial strategy for growth contained within CS Policy 1. In these

circumstances there is no justification for not following the Development Plan

and directing this growth to a position on the spatial strategy for growth which

is proportionate in scale. Plainly, that is not adjacent to a rural village at the

bottom of the growth hierarchy in the Development Plan. I would suggest that

the appellants are, cumulatively, proposing a scale of development which

would, if allowed, cause significant harm and in-balance to the spatial strategy

for growth set out in the Development Plan.

9.33 The Framework is clear that the planning system within which we operate is

plan-led. Decision taking is plan-led. Paragraph 8 of the Framework is clear that

in achieving sustainable development the planning system must seek to ensure

that sufficient land, of the right types, is available in the right places and at the

right time to support growth. In housing terms, the considerable strength of the

Council's supply of deliverable sites means that the Council is doing exactly

what the Framework is advising it to do.

9.34 In these terms there is, in my view, only one logical conclusion to arrive at. The

level of cumulative growth proposed by the appeal sites should, in no uncertain

terms, be considered through a plan-making process which takes full account

of sustainable patterns of growth, the cumulative impacts of developments, the

needs of residents and communities and the availability for the right land in the

right places to deliver a spatial strategy which is in the best interests of all.
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10. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

10.1 In conclusion, and drawing the various strands of this proof together, my

position is as follows:

 CS Policy 4 is out of date, specifically in relation to the housing

requirement it contains for Preston.

 CS Policy 4 has been subject to a ‘review’ for the purposes of Paragraph

73 and Footnote 37 of the Framework in 2017.

 A planning judgment is required on whether Policy 4 is up to date (per

Lindblom J in Bloor Homes).

 The introduction and refinement of the standard methodology in the 2018

and 2019 version of the Framework introduced a new method to

calculate local housing need; gave way to a significantly lower local

housing need for Preston solus, and Central Lancashire aggregated;

and, a significantly different distribution of local housing need across

Central Lancashire.

 This represented a significant change in circumstances.

 The significant difference between the housing requirement in CS Policy

4(a) and that generated by the standard method is capable of amounting

to a significant change rendering CS Policy 4(a) out of date. Such a

planning judgment is not precluded by Paragraph 73 and Footnote 37 –

see the decision of the Planning Court (Dove J in Wainhomes).

 The requirement to consider whether there has been a significant

change in circumstances arises in circumstances where there has been

a review. Dove J’s decision was taken on the basis of a review having

been undertaken.

 As a precondition of such a planning judgment being undertaken, it is

not a requirement that there has been a review or a review of a review.

There is no requirement for there to be a formal process of review prior
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to the LPA and/or Planning Inspector undertaking a planning judgment

considering whether CS Policy 4(a) is out of date as a result of a

significant change in circumstances.

 There has in any event been a further review, through the CLHS, which

also forms a significant change since Oct 2017.

 The Council therefore monitors its housing land supply against the

standard methodology local housing need figure, and is entirely justified

to do so. Against this figure the Council can, at October 2020,

demonstrate a 13.6 year supply of deliverable housing land and

therefore the “tilted balance” is not engaged on housing land supply

grounds.

 Since adoption of the Local Plan in 2015, the volume of new housing

delivered combined with housing granted planning permission by the

Council is sufficient to meet the housing requirement contained within

the Development Plan by the end of the plan period in 2026 and

therefore in using the local housing need figure to assess housing land

supply the Council is not jeopardising delivery of the planned growth in

the Development Plan.

 The Council’s strong housing delivery performance combined with the

volume of planning permissions granted in recent years, meeting City

Deal growth aspirations, is not a reason to approve development

contrary to the Development Plan and is a material consideration

attracting little weight in the determination of these appeals.

 The Council is of the view that the Cardwell Farm appeal decision is

unlawful and that the Inspector did not take account of the material

considerations raised by the Council at the inquiry, and which were of

considerable importance to the Council’s case. As such the Council will

challenge the decision in the Planning Court and matters relating to

housing requirement and housing land supply should be considered

afresh in these appeals.

 Aside from CS Policy 4, the most important Development Plan policies

for determining the appeals are not out of date, the “tilted balance” is not
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engaged for reasons not connected to five year supply, and they attract

significant weight in the determination of these appeals.

 CS Policy MP and Policy V1 are agreed not to be within the ‘basket’ of

most important policies for the determination of the appeals. Both

policies are in conflict with the Framework, are out of date, and as such

carry no material weight in these appeals.

 If the “tilted balance” were to be engaged for reasons not connected to

five year supply, the most important Development Plan policies for

determining these appeals which are not out of date, would still attract

significant weight in the application of the “tilted balance”.

 The appeal proposals (Appeals A, B, C, D, E and G), cumulatively,

represent rapid and unsustainable unplanned growth of a rural village

which would destroy the character of Goosnargh and its intimate

relationship with the surrounding countryside.

 The appeal proposals (Appeals A, B, C, D, E and G), cumulatively, would

cause significant harm to the spatial strategy for growth enshrined in the

Development Plan (which is more than capable of accommodating the

proposed growth in a proportionally suitable place in the settlement

hierarchy) which is contrary to the plan-led approach to decision-making

set out in the Framework.

10.2 As set out in the introductory section, the main purpose of this proof has been

to establish the correct housing ‘requirement’ for Preston and the associated

five year housing land supply position, the status of the most important policies

for determining the appeal, and finally whether the “tilted balance” is engaged

or not and what weight the most important policies would attract in each

scenario, and the cumulative impact of the appeal proposals on the village of

Goosnargh.
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10.3 The actual application of the most important policies for determining the

appeals, in both a standard, or “flat” Planning Balance, and “tilted balance”

scenario, is made in the proofs prepared by James Mercer and Ben Sandover.

10.4 Furthermore, this proof has not undertaken an assessment of affordable

housing need or affordable housing policy. Those matters are dealt with in the

proof prepared by Dr Michael Bullock (Arc4 Ltd) who is appearing on the

Council’s behalf in relation to these matters. The weight attributed to affordable

housing as a material consideration in the determination of these appeals is

contained within the proofs prepared by James Mercer and Ben Sandover.


